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Rose will chair the committee,
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
which also includes Sandra
Staff Writer
Parks
and Charles Walstrom.
Two community health care
The policy approved at the
organizations have spent the last
two months negotiating a policy September board meeting said
addressing charitable giving. the hospital will offer free firstlevel radiological testing and
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital Board of Trustees clar- routine in-house laboratory tests
ified a charity policy specifical- services to the clinic's patients
ly for the Angel's Community based on poverty guidelines.
Clinic at its Sept. 22 meehitg. Other services will be perBut since then, Angel's Clinic formed at reduce costs based on
representatives have wanted the different income guidelines.
hospital's poverty guidelines And that's where the concern
expanded to include a greater lays for the Angel's Clinic
discount for more of their low- board.
The earlier agreement said
income patients.
clients
at 100 percent poverty,
Angel's Clinic board chair
Dennis Norvell presented their which is income of $9,310 for
proposal, as well as charity poli- one person, according to federal
cies from other hospitals in the poverty guidelines, will receive
regidn, during the MCCH Board particular services for free.
of Trustees meeting Tuesday Services will be provided at a 50
percent discount for people
afternoon.
between
101 and 150 percent
MCCH board chair Sharon
Furches appointed an ad-hoc poverty, and one-fourth of Ole
committee to discuss the policy actual cost for clients between
and bring a recommendation to 151 and 300 percent poverty.
"What you're doing here
the December meeting. Jack
with the 101 to 150 with a 50

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times photo
Workers with Murray Electric Systems position a tree that will serve as the community Christmas tree along the northwest corner of the Calloway County
Courthouse. The tree was scheduled to be decorated today. The lighting ceremony will take place at 5 p.m. Friday to kick off Main Street Merriment downtown.

percent discount is covering
your cost. You're not making
what you want to make,"
Norvell said during the meeting.
"What do you want to give this
community?"
Norvell included information
about discounts given at nine
other hospitals in the region during his presentation. Of those,
MCCH, a non-profit. community-owned facility, and for-profit
Jackson Purchase Medical
Center were the only organizations that had a 100 percent discount for patients at 100 percent
of the poverty level. The other
eight hospitals have a charity
policy with a full discount for
people at 150 and -200 percent
poverty.
Having to debate a charity
policy is "ridiculous," Norvell
said. "I am more concerned with
your general charity policy. I am
with you, nobody needs to be
treated differently. But you all
aren't giving the community

Disaster Emergency Services, CCFR, Rescue
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Squad and Murray Police Department also
Staff Writer
A third bomb threatin nearly as many months responded.
This was the third bomb threat in just a few
was called into Pellatorp'AUesday night.
months.
One was made in August and another on
Pella received the threat about 10:15 p.m.
Tuesday and the Calloway County Sheriff's Nov. 14.
The November threat came from a payphone in
Department learned of it about 15 minutes later
when a Calloway County Rescue Squad member Murray just after 10 p.m. and the caller said there
who also works at Pella informed the department, was a bomb inside the building that was to go off
at 2 a.m. Nothing suspicious was found in relation
Sheriff Larry Roberts said.
Nothing was found in relation to the threat to either of the earlier threats.
Roberts does not know whether the threats are
upon investigation.
Roberts said Kentucky State Police agreed to coming from the same person, but the company
evacuates its employees with such incidents.
taka,the lead in bomb threat investigations.
"I don't have any way of knowing that," he
"They are taking the lead because they do have
a bomb-sniffing dog and a bomb squad — said. "This is a problem. It costs a company like
that a lot of money to have something like this
resources we don't have," he said.
happen."

Father swears in son as new New Concord postmaster
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
NEW CONCORD. Ky. —
One small framed photograph is
all one needed to understand
why the noon hour Tuesday
marked such a special occasion
at the United States Post Office
in this southeast Calloway
County community.
It showed a little boy sitting
on the lap of his dad, who was
dressed in his U.S. Postal
Service uniform. Not that anything was too dramatic about
that, except for the fact that the
two people in that photograph,
Ronn Hubbard Jr.. and Ronn
Hubbard, Sr., were the reason a
large crowd had gathered for the
swearing in of the younger
Hubbard as New Concord's new
postmaster.
And the man performing the
ceremony was the proud father,
a postmaster in three different
locations, including Murray,
where he retired 13 years ago.
"All of his life, the postal
service has really been all that
he has known, so I'm real glad
to see this happening," said the
older Hubbard, who admitted to
having flashes of earlier times in
his mind as he officiated the
reciting of the oath of office to
his son, who comes to New
Concord after nearly nine years
at the Murray office.
"I was remembering back to

when I had (his oath at
Lewisburg in Warren County in
1981). I also could remember
back to when he was a boy and
needed his hiking merit badge in
the Boy Scouts when he needed
to make a 10-mile hike to get it.
In those days, I was walking a
12-mile route, so he walked with
me one day and earned it that
way.
"Plus, an interesting thing to
this is that he is the same age I
was when I got my first postmaster position — 35 — so this
is more than just about family,"
the elder Hubbard said. "Yeah,
I'd say it was destined."
Interestingly, though, while
the younger Hubbard's path to
the postal service did seem predetermined, he did actually have
other aspirations, namely physical therapy. However, that door
began closing and led him to
take a chance on something he
knew could lead to a steady
career by taSing the entrance
exam to thd postal service in
1992.
"And I finished 17th out of
500 people who took it," said
Hubbard,Jr.. whose first job was
as a clerk in Hardin in southern
Marshall County. thus allowing
his family's tree with the postal
service to form another branch.
"That's because my great-grandfather, Warner Willoughby from
Allen County, was a postmaster

gd

The first day I
was in Hardin,

the postmaster there
just happened to ask
me what my goal was
for on down the line.
And I told him I wanted to be a postmaster
and I wanted my dad
to swear me in.,,

there. So, yeah, it was right in
front of me all along.
"And it's funny, because the
first day I was in Hardin, the
postmaster
there
(Brent
Armstrong)just happened to ask
me what my goal was for on
down the line. And I told him I
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
wanted to be a postmaster and I Ronn Hubbard,
Sr., a former postmaster at three locations in western Kentucky, swears
wanted my dad to swear me in."
in his son, Ronn Hubbard, Jr., right, to his first postmaster's position at New Concord
With at least eight postmasTuesday
afternoon.
ters from surrounding communiNew
Concord
doubled today," here, so that right there is a big here, and that took six weeks.
ties, including his former boss.
"But it's working well now. I
Murray chief Jennifer Doom, joked Hubbard. Jr., who said change. And I had to wait a little
and several family members and things are a bit different in that bit before getting to come here. like it here and, now. I think I'm
friends watching at a crowded rural community as compared to Because I had a primary window going to be able to settle in and
lobby, that is exactly what hap- the office in Murray. "For one position at Murray, they needed what I'd really like to try is to
thing, I was one of 50 employ- to get somebody in there to obtain some services that maybe
pened Tuesday.
ees
there. We've only got four replace me before I could come they havenViad here before."
"I think the population of
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MCCH addresses Trigg hospital issues
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writes
Accountability is the theme
at a nearby hospital that MurrayCalloway County Hospital manages.
Trigg County Hospital has a
correction plan in place to
address its failure to prevent the
spread of a deadly iafection last
month. Meanwhile, MurrayCalloway County Hospital outlined a payment plan for Trigg
County Hospital to settle about
$600,000 in outstanding management fees and other expenses
it owes MCCH.
A medical tray used to carry
supplies necessary for injections
was recently linked to a deadly
infection at the Trigg County
Primary Care Clinic, which the
Trigg County Hospital owns,
according to a report from the
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services Centers for
Medicaid
and
Medicare
Services. A Trigg doctor, who
has not been identified, "used
the same tray for patients with
dirty procedures, such as an
incision and drainage of an area
that was infected, and also used
the tray for a sterile procedure
such as joint injections without
any cleaning measures in place
between cases." according to the
report.
The doctor administered deep
joint injections to two patients
Oct. 22 who were complaining

of lower back pain. Both
patients were diagnosed with a
bacterial -staph infection. One
patient — 60-year-old Creta Fay
Cooper Mitchell — later died.
The other patient is recovering
at Jennie Stuart Medical Center
in Hopkinsville.
CMS approved Trigg's correction plan Nov. 24 after the
hospital outlined its deficiencies
Nov. 10. The State Office of the
Inspector General conducted a
survey Monday and found the
primary care clinic in compliance with Medicare conditions.
Federal and state officials could
have cut off Medicare and
Medicaid payments if they were
not satisfied with the changes.
The correction plan outlined
measures taken to assure compliance with federal and state
laws and included no longer
using the tray for procedural
medical supplies, having exam
rooms restocked with new supplies, cleaning and disinfecting
the clinic on a daily basis,
removing medications with the
same lot numbers as those used
in the October incident, piacing
alcohol-based hand-sanitizing
dispensers in the hallway and
lab area, using only sterile disposable supplies for minor incision procedures, disposing of
possibly contaminated materials
in red-bag trash, using only single-dose medication vials, haying staff attend in-service training, and revising policies related

to infection
control. inciand
sion
drainage and
niinor procedures.
Murray Calloway
County
Hospital
Jon O'Shaughnessy
CEO
0'Shaughnessy sent some of his staff
members to Trigg County to
help develop and implement the
correction plan. Some of those
people were recognized Tuesday
during the MCCH Board of
Trustees meeting. Social worker
Cindy Stober, Director of
Critical Care Jeanie Mathis,
Director of Educational Services
Carol Perlow and chaplain
Kerry Lambert received certificates of appreciation. Although
unable to attend Tuesday's
meeting, Director of patient
Case Management Lisa Ray,
Kathy Howard. performance
improvement and infection control assistant, and Mary Sue
Hubbard, performance improvement coordinator and risk manager, also were involved in
assisting Trigg County.
Hospital
County
Trigg
Administrator Terry Powers
expressed his appreciation to the
hospital staff, clinic patients and
the community for their support.
"I personally appreciate those
who worked with us to make

these corrections and I am very
pleased that we can now move
forward with the clinic as.a
PADUCAH,Ky.(AP)— Searchers resumed hunting today for
viable health care provider."
a I0-month-old girl who was swept away when her parents' vehiPowers said in a release.
cle stalled in flooded Massac Creek.
Regarding a separate matter.
Crews on horseback and in boats were used in Tuesday's
demand
O'Shaughnessy sent a
for Katie Michelle Gray, Chief Deputy Sheriff Terry Long
search
letter earlier this month to Trigg
said.
County Hospital addressing outA diaper bag and bottle belonging to the baby were found
standing money owed to
the creek, WPSD-TV reported.
7
4,11ongside
MCCH.The letter outlined a 90- '
and Sandy Gray were traveling on a gravel road off
Johnnie
day pay structure frsr Trigg
Mayfield Metropolis Road about three miles west of Paducah late
County to address nearly
Monday night, Long said. Johnnie Gray told deputies the sport$600,000 in delinquent manageutility vehicle stalled as he crossed the creek and about threement fees and other accounts.
quarters of it went under water.
O'Shaughnessy said just
—The water was so swift it took my feet out from under me,
beCause Trigg's accounts receivdoesn't
able were building up
and we went down in the water," Gray told WPSD. ,
make it right to have- such
The couple tried to exit the vehicle. Sandy Gray was swept
the
Having
money outstanding.
away by the current with the baby in a car seat, the station reportunpaid fees should have been
ed.
addressed earlier, he said.
"It was a board decision, and
it should have been brought to
the board and it wasn't,"
O'Shaughnessy told the Board
of Trustees on Tuesday. "It Staff Report
shouldn't have happened and Murray Ledger & Times
Two people were transported to Murray-Calloway County'
I'm not sure why it did. Terry
Powers has been made well Hospital after a two-vehicle collision Tuesday afternoon.
aware of the situation."
Eric Griffy, 33, of Murray, was traveling southbound on Doran
MCCH finance committee Road when another vehicle pulled into his path, according to a
chair Chris Wooldridge said release from the Murray Police Department. The second vehicle was
accountability is necessary.
driven by Francis Burke, 42, of Murray. Burke was on Holiday
"That's a pretty large amount Drive.
of money to be unsecured.
MPD received the call for the injury accident at 12:48 p.m.
That's a lot of risk for the hospi- Tuesday. Murray Fire Department also responded.
tal," he said after the board
EMS transported both people to MCCH. Griffy was treated and
meeting. "There's a due dili- released and Burke was not admitted, a hospital spokeswoman said
gence there and it needs to be this morning.
secured."

Accident sends 2 to hospital

•Policy ...
From Front
anything."
CEO Jon O'Shaughnessy
said Murray-Calloway County
Hospital increased its charitable
giving in the most recent fiscal
year, which ended Sept. 30. That
amount increased $724,713
from about $1.7 million to more
than $2.4 million, according to
the hospital's financial statements.
"It's a significant commitment we have to the community." O'Shaughnessy said.
The hospital is reimbursed
for some of its charitable giving,
but it also has to pay into a state
tax provider that is used to
match federal funding.
In recent years. health care

organizations pay out more than
comes back, a reverse from earlier years, according to MCCH
Dougan.
Todd
consultant
MCCH paid $1,627,471 during
the most recent fiscal year while
receiving only about $650,000.
according to financial statements.
The Angel's Clinic was
established in February 2000 to
provide health care to the lowincome working class. Clients
can not be eligible for health
insurance and at least one family member must be working.
Physicians and dentists, including their medical support staffs,
as well as nurse practitioners,
pharmacists and lay workers,
volunteer their time to provide
the necessary services.

Since opening, the clinic has
had 2,634 labs performed for the
2,996 medical and 208 dental
patient visits, according to information provided by the clinic in
September.
The clinic is housed in hospital-owned property at 1005
Poplar St. The Angel's Clinic
board pays $1 annually in its
rent agreement with MCCH,
which also provides basic yard
maintenance and most utilities.
Angel's Clinic volunteers
renovated the facility. That
effort included designing ,and
creating four exam rooms.
replacing floors, installing
plumbing. wiring, installing new
plumbing, replacing the heating
and cooling system and equipping the clinic.

Infant missing after
being swept away

through 1999 and could not find mittee chair, Dave Garrison. "Ii
any evidence of an agreement. was another one of those things
He said when he came to MCCH that just evolved over time."
The pharmacy discount beneearlier this year, charity giving
was evaluated on a case-by-case fit would terminate should the
basis. He and the board wanted a Medical Arts Pharmacy transfet
entity.
another
general protocol with the inten- to
tions of treating all patients the O'Shaughnessy said he had foul
written responses to the hospisame.
"I don't think it is ethical to tal's request for proposal for a
approve one and deny another," third party to lease the Medical
he said." A policy should take Arts Pharmacy. The board
approved allowing hospital
care of that.The lack of record is another management to evaluate the
in a growing list of unwritten offers, which all make a three- tc
policies at the hospital. —This five-year commitment in then
may reflect on difficulties we lease proposals.
"You don't want to be rolling
are having in other areas of the
hospital because of prior admin- in and out of tenant relationships," O'Shaughnessy said.
istratiOns," Roe-said.
A policy addressing on-call
The board approved Tuesday
call-back compensation alsc
in
and
policies
personnel
several
order to document current prac- was approved Tuesday. On-call
tices at the hospital. One policy employees must be available tc
allows the hospital's active work within 30 minutes and are
Tonight will be
retirees to receive a discount for given a flat $2 hourly rate.
mostly clear.
medications purchased from the regardless of day of week ot
Thursday will
Medical Arts Pharmacy. The time of day, according to the
be partly cloudy discount applies to retirees and policy. Any employee who
their spouses and will remain in responds to a call back will
with highs in
unless altered by the receive a minimum of two hours
effect
the lower 50s.
,on-call pay regardless of the
board.
Thursday
implementing a time actually worked.
were
"We
be
night will
Garrison said this policy, as
benefit without documentation,"
partly cloudy.
said the board's personnel com- • well as the others, allows foi
more accountability. A third policy allows increased starting
compensation for skilled expefience
"It's not a change in practice.
it's just documentation," he said.

Cl

Angel's Clinic representatives said free services had been
provided based on a 1999 agreement. A letter co-signed by the
clinic's founding chair, Donna
Herndon, and the hospital's
then-CEO, Stuart Poston, was
included in Norvell's presentation Tuesday.
Herndon said patients were
first billed in July.
"I know there was something
in place that didn't make our
patients pay," said Herndon.
who now serves as the Angel's
Clinic board vice chair. "I know
this because our patients weren't
billed. Now they are billed."
O'Shatighneasy said , he
searched through MCCH hoard
meeting minutes dating back
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Peterson hears mother-in-law's wrath

Charles Roehrig Hopkins
Charles koehrig Hopkins, 25, Highland Lake Drive, Richmond,
died Monday, Nov. 29, 2004, at his home.
He was a member of the White Oak Pond
Christian Church, where he was a member of the
White Oak Pond Youth Group, and was involved
with the Special Olympics as a volunteer.
Survivors include his parents, Ronald L.
Hopkins and Sharon S. Hopkins, both of
Richmond; two brothers, Stephen Edward
Hopkins, Atlanta, Ga., and David Laurence
Hopkins, Richmond; his paternal grandfather,
Hopkins
Robert S. Hopkins, and a special niece, Andrea
L. Ballard, both of Richmond.
Other survivors include maternal uncles and aunts,Terry Joe Sledd
and Joette Sledd Shields, both of Murray, Greg and Dawn
Hollamon, Crittenden County, and Bruce and Renee Turnbow,
Henderson, Tenn; maternal cousins, Jessica Norwood, California,
Ralph Norwood, Marshall County, Mary and Micah Hollarnon,
Crittenden County, and Chris, Ruth Ann, Paige, Emily and Maggie
Drew, Murray; paternal uncles and aunts, Robert W. Hopkins, Hilton
Head, Richard and Marty Hopkins, Knoxville; and paternal cousins,
Robert H. Hopkins and Michael Hopkins, North Carolina, Matthew
and Heather Hopkins, Knoxville, and Nathan Hopkins, New
Mexico.
He was born Oct. 16, 1979, in Richmond. Preceding him in death
were his grandparents, Isabelle R. Hopkins and Joseph and Larue
Sledd.
The funeral was at 11 a.m. today (Wednes4ay)at White Oak Pond
Christian Church with the Rev. Dr. Russell Rechenbach and the Rev.
Nancy Long officiating.
Pallbearers were Joe Rucker, Charles (Nicky) Rucker, Kyle
Purvis, Patrick Eidson, Ryan Eidson, Justin Nelson, Richard
Hopkins, Michael Hopkins and Chris Drew.
Oldham, Roberts & Powell Funeral Home, Richmond, was in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to White Oak Pond
Christian Church Building Fund, 1238 Barnes Mill Road,
Richmond, Ky., 40475.

REDWOOD CITY, Calif.
(AP)- Scott Peterson simply
watched as his former motherin-law rose out of the witness
chair and screamed at him for
killing his pregnant wife, Laci.
Sharon Rocha, wearing a
gold heart-shaped pendent with
a picture of her daughter in it,
took the stand Tuesday in the
penalty phase of Peterson's murder trial. She wrapped up the
state's case the same day it
began, giving the most emotional testimony of four family
members called to the stand.
Lad's older brother, younger
sister and stepfather also spoke.
"She wanted to be a mother.
That was taken away from her,"
Rocha said to Peterson, who was
convicted Nov. 12 for the 2002
murders of his wife and the 8month-old fetus she was carrying.
Rocha went on, her voice
cracking.
"Divorce was always an
option - not murder," Rocha
said in a voice so loud that some
jurors jumped.
At one point, Peterson
dabbed his eyes with a tissue.
Jurors will recommend whether

the 32-year-old former fertilizer
salesman should be executed or
get life in prison without the
possibility of parole for the 2002
murders.
Throughout the testimony,
prosecutors displayed photographs of Laci, including one
from Mother's Day 2002. Taken
a week after Laci's 27th birthday, the picture showed Laci,
her mother and her grandmother.
Mother's Day. Rocha told the
jury, would never be the same.
"The first Mother's Day
(after her death) I laid on the
floor and I cried most of the day
because she should have been
there," she sobbed, her chest
heaving.
"I can hear her giggling,"
Rocha said, gazing at a largerthan-life image of her daughter
displayed on a white wall
screen. "She didn't just smile,
she would giggle. She would
kind of bend over when she
would laugh."
Earlier, prosecw tor Dave
Harris said Laci's death left a
hole in her family's hearts "that
can never be repaired."
"When
the
defendant
dumped the bodies of his wife

and unborn nightmare." Amy Rocha, Laces
son into the younger sister, said, describing.
bay, those how she felt as she helped
ripples search for her sister.
spread out
Brent Rocha, Lad's older
and
they brother, said he tries to rememtouched ber the good times they shared,
many, many but those memories are "overlives," shadowed all the time by how
Harris told she died ... and maybe her
Peterson jurors.
indwing who did it."
The only
"I don't think I've ever heard
appropriate her be more excited than the day
punishment, she called me up to tell me she
he said, is was pregnant," he said. "She
death.
was going to be a great mother."
ProsecuThe defense was expected to
tors
had begin presenting its case
argued
at Wednesday. Witnesses testifying
trial
that on Peterson's behalf can speak
Peterson about anything that might show
strangled or him in a favorable light as his
Rocha
smothered attorneys try to convince jurors
his wife in their Modesto home his life is worth sparing.
on or around Christmas Eve
2002, then dumped her body
into San Francisco Bay. The
NOTICE
remains were discovered four
• The Calloway County
months later a few miles from
where Scott Peterson claims to Fiscal Court will meet in spehave been fishing the day his cial session Thursday at 3
p.m. in the courthouse to conwife vanished.
"It was just the worst thing sider options for health insurance.
you could think about, like a
•The Murray Independent
Schools Board of Education
will meet in special session
Thursday at 7 p.m. at the
Carter
Administration
Building. An executive session about possible litigation
is planned.
II The Calloway County
KIEV! Ukraine (AP) - said
Kiev-based
analyst
Local Emergency Planning
Ukraine's parliament brought Markian Bilynskyj. Pro-comCommittee will meet at 2 p.m.
down the government today, munist parliamentary groups
Dec. 20 in room 146 of the
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP)approving a no-confidence used a similar move in 2001 to
1ST Building at Murray State.
Graves
County
motion as international media- oust Yushchenko from the prime
Possible discussion will cenCommonwealth's
Attorney
tors
gathered
in
the
capital
to
try
minister's
post.
Bilynskyj
said.
Loyd Sndth
ter on interoperability radio
David Hargrave . said he's
to bring the spiraling political
As Ukraine's politicians
systems.
The funeral for Loyd Smith is today (Wednesday) at 1 p.m. in the
crisis to a peaceful resolution.
presented some information
staked out their positiotts, interII To report a Town Crier
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Bill
The dramatic vote came only national mediators renewed
to a grand jury about the
item, call 753-1916.
after
the
Election efforts to defuse the crisis and
McCormick and Andy Walker will officiate. days
unsolved death of Jessica
Commission certified Prime the Supreme Court considered
Currin.
Burial will follow in the Edwards Cemetery.
Minister Viktor Yanukovich as whether the election results
Currin's beaten, burned
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
winner of Ukraine's disputed were valid.
body was found behind
The last internationally broMr. Smith,86, Golf Course Road, Benton,died presidential run-off, though
Mayfield Middle School on
leader
Victor kered negotiations broke down
Monday, Nov. 29, 2004, in the long-term care opposition
Aug. 1. 2000.
Yushchenko has said the vote over opposition accusations that
Hargrave said he's held
unit of Marshall County Hospital.
was fraudulent - an allegation the government was trying to
discussions with the office of
Retired from Standard Oil, he was owner of Smith Radiator. An backed by Western govern- consolidate its flagging authoriKentucky Attorney General
ty by dragging out the talks.
Army Air Corps veteran of World War II, he was a member of ments.
www.globalmtglink.com
Greg Stumbo about possible
The vote with 229 in favor Yushchenko is pushing to be
Mayfield Post of Disabled American Veterans and of Union Hill came minutes
state research or prosecutoriafter the 450- declared the outright winner Holiday
Church of Christ, Hardin.
member chamber initially or for a fast revote to capitalize
al help.
& New Year
"We are still not at the
He was the son of the late Cleavie and Ersy Crouse Smith. One turned down the motion by a on the momentum generated by
•
point of issuing any arrest
Resolution
brother, Noble Smith, and wife. Charlene, also preceded him in vote of 222-1, and after outgo- the protests.
ing President Leonid Kuchrnii
European Union foreign poliwarrants," Hargrove said.
It'.,- Debi
=
death.
announced he supported.holding cy chief Javier Solana arrived in
Mayfield police arrested a
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Cora Mae Smith, to whom he was an entire new presidential elec- Kiev Tuesday and was to be fol• Debt Consolidation =
suspect and charged him with
married for 58 years; one daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Walker and hus- tion, not just a revote of the dis- lowed by Polish President
Pay Off Credit Cards & loans
the slaying, but a judge disputed second round.
Aleksander Kwasniewski and
missed the case in 2003 after
band, Joe, Kuttawa; one son Dennis Smith and wife, Kim, Benton;
• Refinance lir Combining
Ukraine had a first round of the secretary general of the
finding that a detective failed
1st & 2nd = Lower Payment
two sisters, Mrs. Odelle Norsworthy, Allen Park, Mich., and Mrs. voting in which no one candi- Organization for Security and
to turn over evidence in a
date
received
more
than
half
the
Cooperation
in
Europe,
Jan
Mary Nell Colvin, Athens, Ala.; one brother, Henry T. (Curly)
•
Fiexsaver
1st Mortgage =
timely manner.
votes, setting up a runoff Kubis. The speaker of the
Interest
4.75%
Only*
Smith, Taylor, Mich.; four grandchildren, Lindsey Smith, Jana between the top two candidates.
Joe
Currin, Jessica's
Russian
parliament, Boris
•Examp.six coo S. 83 ye,
Smith, Andy Walker and wife, Stephanie, and Lana Walker.
father, said living with his
The results from the Nov. 21 Gryzlov,
Lithuanian
and
• Rafts biery. Prime Rate Loss 25°,,
runoff provoked a national President Valdas Adarnkus were
daughter's murder doesn't
standoff when the opposition also expected to participate.
(270) 753-7407
get easier. "It won't until we
Jimmy D. Downing
refused to accept them, citing
Mediators helped arrange
get some answers," he said
111 N. 129' St.
The funeral for Jimmy D. Downing will be today (Wednesday) at vote fraud - a charge backed talks between Yanukovych and
reA Suite
Monday. Jessica's 23rd birthB • Murray
1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Officiating will by many international monitors. Yushchenko last Friday, but the
day. "We miss her badly on
"Where
in
the
world
they
do
opposition
out
pulled
of
those
be the Rev. Robert McKinney and the Rev. Deborah Webb. Music
the holidays."
have a third round of elections? talks on Tuesday.
Inves(incnts Since 1854
will be by the Gospel Echoes.
A revote - it's a farce,"
Active pallbearers will be Eric Ramsey, Max Gore, Dale Woodall, Kucttma said at a government
Ricky Woodall, Keith Mitchell, Joey Ramsey, Jeff Ramsey and meeting. "I never supported it
"A
because it is unconstitutional."
STOCK MARKET
Ronnie Conner, all nephews. Honorary pallbearers will be his forThe opposition has sought a
prices as of 9 a.m.
REPORT ,
mer coworkers of Marshall County refuse and road departments. revote, claiming victory was
stolen from its candidate, Viktor
Doe hoses Ind. 411..10482.92 + 54.90
Burial will follow in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Love You For It!"
Yushchenko.
Air Products
+0.21
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Kuchma's proposal seemed
WellPoint
10.75
Mr. Downing, 62, Trout Road, Hardin, died Sunday, Nov. 28, to be an attempt to buy the govAT&T..._-_-18.44 + 0.14
time
ernment
in the face of mass
2004, at 7 a.m. at his home.
A member of Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, he was a protests that have paralyzed the
Bell South...-...--.27.00 + 0.18
capital for 10 days and blocked
former used car dealer.
government business. It also
Briggs & Strattoe .......39.49 + 0.27
'We Service Ali E3ronds
He was born Oct. 25, 1942, in Calloway County. His father, opened up the possibility of
Bristol Myers Squibb -23.60 + 0.10
212 East Main St. • 753- I586
bringing new candidates into the
Lonnie Downing, preceded him in death.
Caterpillar -92.26 + 0.71
race - which the government
Chevron Texaco Corp-54.75 + 0.15
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna Ramsey Downing, to has appeared to favor and
the
Daimler Chrysler -44.98 + 0.17
whom he was married Dec. 30, 1960; his mother, Mrs. Earline Smith opposition fiercely opposes.
Dean Footls
0.114
But following parliament's
Downing, Hardin.; one sister. Mrs. Betty Hottell and husband, Dave,
no-confidence vote. Kuchma
Ezsoe-Moitil(1.37 + 8.12
Loxley, Ala.; aunt, Mrs. Evelyn Jordan, Hardin; uncle, Minus Smith
must dismiss his government,
Ford Motor
l4.l8SiS
and wife, Verclean, Paducah; several nieces and nephews.
Geseral Electric
+ 0..14
General Motors
3&91 + 032
GhnoSsithKbee ADR CAB + SM
Goodrich
32.11 + 036
Goodyear
HopFed Bask'-17.14 previous doe
IBM
94.98 + 0.74
Intel,....,.,,.1765+0.27i
Kroger
1630 + 6.11
Mattel.
ILO + 6.15 I
Fill out the form below
McDonalds -311.88 + 034
and bring to Sirloin Stockade
Toyos Vision announces new laser technology now in Paris, TN.
Merck
'Th2-tl2;
for a chance to win this
Let the perfect you shine from your eyes. At Toyos Vision, our laser
Microsoft
2699+0.1S}
giant 8 foot stocking!
J.C. Penney
specialists are dedicated to advanced eye care technology,
39.22 +
Peisico,91.12
+0.12
which is why we now have up-to-the-minute laser equipment in
Pfizer
Inc
2&07
+ 6.38
our Pans, TN, office. All so you can let the world see you every
Region
-35.28
Flassdal
+ 0.11
bit as beautifully as you see the world. Visit our Web site or call
Stlieriatflaagli _1793+S.1S
us for an appointment. If you mention this ad, you'll receive a
Sears
S2.33+SJSi
20% discount on your laser surgery.
Tine Warner
17.118+
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Opportunity
for red-state
Democrats
If Democrats want to get
hack in the "values" game and
change the perception of their
party as being full of secularists
intent on removing any reference to God from culture and
even the history of America,
they' can
start in the
government
schools.
That's where
reverent or
favorable
mentions of
God are
often prohibited, but
using His
Cal's
name as a
Thoughts curse word
By Cal Thomas is protected
by the same
Syndicated
First
Columnist
Amendment
that supposedly prohibits the favorable mention of
His name.
Democrats have an ideal
case that they could make their
own in the San Francisco suburb of Cupertino. where a fifthgrade public school teacher has
filed a discrimination lawsuit
against his school. The teacher,
Steven Williams. says he has
been prohibited by the school
principal, Patricia Vidrnar, from
teaching the Declaration of
Independence and other founding documents of the United
States because they often refer
to God.
It's one thing to ban conteyporary attempts to use the
'schools to proselytize. It is
quite another to censor history.
It is a fact beyond dispute that
the Founders often referred to
God or "Divine Provide e" or
"the Almighty" in their pu lic
lives. Ignoring or censorin
such facts presents a false story of our nation and denies students their right to know the
truth.
According to Williams' lawsuit, among the other materials
rejected by the principal were
George Washington's journal,
John Adams' diary, Samuel
Adams'"The Rights of the
Colonists" and William Penn's
"The Frame of Government of
Pennsylvania."
Democrats could make political hay for their party and do a
good deed for public school
students by opposing the extension of political correctness to
history books and historical
documents.
Attempts to expunge references to God, past or present.
are not limited to one
California schoOl. In Maryland.
there is a dispute concerning
what may and may not be properly taught in that state's public
schools.
The Washington Times carried a Capital News Service
(CNS) story Nov. 23 that
reported that when teachers
instruct about the 17th-century

origins of Thanksgiving, they
can only say the Pilgrims
thanked the Indians and cannot
say they also thanked God for
their safe journey and for the
bounty set before them.
The story quoted Charles
Ridgell, the director of curriculum and instruction for St.
Mary's County Public Schools
(they had better change the
county's name to something
other than "St. Mary's" to be
consistent): "We teach about
Thanksgiving from a purely
historical perspective, not from
a religious perspective." It is
impossible to accurately teach
about Thanksgiving without
including the "religious perspective." The Pilgrims
believed they were directed by
God to make their journey to
America and owed thanks to
Him for a safe trip and good
crops.
Maryland Gov. Robert L.
Ehrlich Jr., a Republican, disputes the CNS report. He says
the state does not bar teachers
from addressing the religious
aspects of Thanksgiving. But
school administrators from several Maryland counties said that
they don't include religious
materials in their curriculums.
So while the state may not ban
religious historical references,
local officials apparently are
doing so on their own authority.
This is a ready-made issue
for Democrats to jump on and
save the history of our country.
While they're at it. they might
also want to look at efforts by
certain Islamists to infiltrate
public schools with teachings
about their religion.
As Daniel Pipes detailed in
the Nov. 24 issue of
FrontPageMagazine.com, the
15th tip in a list of "18 tips for
Imams and Community
Leaders" from the Islamic Web
site www.SoundVision.com is
"Establish a parents' committee
to monitor public schools." The
committee, Pipes writes, is to
"arrange for Muslims to deliver
talks about Islam and Muslims"
in the schools.
Pipes summarizes other suggestions from
www.DawaNet.com, including:
"Lobby to include Islamic dates
on the school calendar;" "Add
books and magazines about
Islam. .. to the school library:"
and "Incorporate Islam into
class projects. 'For example, if
students are required to give a
speech in class and they can
choose any topic, an Islamic
subject should be selected.
Similar opportunities can be
created in history, social science, writing and other classes.'"
So, while the history and
faith of our own country is
being erased and a spiritual
vacuum created, Islamists are
rushing to fill that vacuum with
the history and faith of another
country. Will Democrats ride to
the esk_c_tie?

Letters to the Editor Policy
✓ Letters may be seat to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to editoremurrayledger.com.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and ha/
,
address and phone number. E-mailed letters must has
address and phone number.
✓ Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and
must be typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, able,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page. Letters of a "thank you"
nature that single out sponsors, businesses or In
uals by name, except those directed toward the MP
munity as a whole, will not be accepted.
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That's not Bush's mandate
The Christian right has
sought to portray the president's
re-election as a victory for their
moral agenda, claim ing that it
was a mandate to legislate further
curbs on
abortion and
to approve
draconian
Supreme
Court nominees.
In fact,
Morris
the presiAdvisory dent's victoBy Dick Morris ry was about
terrorism,
Syndicated
terrorism
Columnist
and terrorism. It was
his steady hand in Iraq and his
commitment to battle the "axis
of evil" that won him a second
term.
The only basis for the assertions tying President Bush's win
to his embrace of their social
agenda is exit-polling data indicating that 22 percent of the
voters cited "moral" issues as
the basis for their vote. But to
tie their comments to abortion.
which was not an issue, rather
than to gay marriage, which
was a huge issue, is a misinter

pretation of the information.
The election had nothing to
do with abortion. To the extent
that moral issues played a part,
it was the left's overreaching on
the gay-marriage issue that kindled a massive rebuttal from the
right and the center.
The true moral message of
this election was not to use the
judicial or the legislative
process to enact a moral agenda
— left or right — which is out
of step with the national consensus. Those voters who
opposed a Massachusetts judge
and a San Francisco mayor ratifying gay marriage are also
likely to oppose a president and
AP File Photo
a Senate trying to jam doctrinaire pro-life justices down our
and Social Security changes. He
national throat.
is courageous to tackle these
Second-term presidents freissues and, if his proposals are
quently fail by misinterpreting
wisely designed, will succeed.
their victories as a mandate for
But he will not prevail if he
extreme policies. Most famousplunges himself into a battle for
ly, FDR used his heavy 1936
the pro-life agenda. Fewer than
majority to try to pack the
a quarter of all Americans want
Supreme Court, a move that
abortion to be illegal. If Bush
cost him such national credibili- squanders his capital
on this
ty that he was unable to imporbattle, he will not be able again
tant priorities in his second
to capture a national mandate.
term despite huge majorities in
Second-term presidents who
Congress.
lose their popularity also lose
Bush can and should use his their power. Very quickly.
"political capital" to press his
On another front. Bush has
domestic agenda of tax reform

moved wisely to replace his
Cabinet with veteran White
House staffers. Most presidents
restock their Cabinet with
deputy or assistant or under
secretaries from these same
agencies, or just reshuffle the
deck of Cabinet members, giving them new portfolios.
Both strategies are a recipe
for losing control. But by
replacing the Cabinet with his
staff, Bush has moved to hold
in check these centrifugal tendencies and keep all of the
executive branch in his domain,
not just the White House itself.
Bush is also wisely interpreting his'ns-election as a man:
date to win in Iraq and to
increase pressure on North
Korea and Iran. He is doing
well in using his mandate to
reshuffle the intelligence community — and should not take a
military or a congressional "no"
for an answer.
But the abortion debate is a
swamp in which a Republican
president can lose his way and
eviscerate his power while failing to accomplish his agenda.
Beware.
Dick Morris was an adviser
to Bill Clinton for 20 years.

The commander who refused to command

The biographer of Confederate General
Braxton Bragg, writing a two-volume
work, allegedly took such a dislike to
Bragg that he gave up the project at the end
of the first volume. Perhaps that sheds light
on why there has never been a biography of
the equally unlikable Union General Henry
W. Halleck.
John F. Marszalek, a
seasoned Civil War historian, has filled that
void with "Commander
of All Lincoln's Armies:
A Life of General Henry
W. Halleck"(Belknap
Press of Harvard
University Press, 2004,
324 pp.).
Halleck gets prominent play in most Civil
War histories, in both
By Larry
the general histories and
McGehee
histories of specific
Syndicated
commanders, but except
Columnist
for a one-sided essay
published long after
Halleck died by Halleck's best friend,
General George W. Cullum. who inherited
Halleck's extensive wealth by marrying
Halleck's widow and outliving her, very little has been published about Halleck himself.
The first part of Marszalek's book
makes one wonder why Halleck was
ignored by history. He was a New Yorker, a
graduate of Union College and then of
West Point, so brilliant that he was already
teaching at West Point before he graduated.
He wrote several books, including one
that became a textbook at West Point. translated the military volumes of the famous
French military genius. Andre Henry
lomini, that influenced a generation of
West Pointers and the conduct of the Civil
War, studied military fortifications in
Germany, served in California where he
made a fortune on the side as a legal arbi-

trator of law claims and as one of the
but always made it clear that all decisions
founders of the state of California, claimed
of when and where and how to fight were
-southern California for the United States
those of generals in the field, and certainly
during the Mexican War, and by the time
not his.
that war came in 1861, was hailed (along
As his star faded, his stressfulness
with Robert E. Lee and George B.
increased; he was sickly and probably an
McClellan) as one of the "most-likely-toopium addict (from using opium to relieve
succeed" from Old Army ranks.'
his hemorrhoids), and he had only one
Appointed major general of the
friend. Lincoln tolerated him because of his
California militia, Halleck was soon sumpast reputation as a great military genius,
moned East to the Union army. Assigned to
but finally even Lincoln gave up on him.
Missouri, he succeeded the incompetent
After Grant's victories at Vicksburg and
General Fremont. and rose to national
Chattanooga, Grant was made commander
attention when one of his officers, a hardof all Union armies, and Halleck was
drinking Ulysses Grant. took Forts Henry
demoted to chief of staff, the first time for
and Donelson and then turned-defeat into
such a structure in the American military
victory at Shiloh.
command and one that proved useful in
Then Halleck assigned Grant to invisible
wars yet ahead.
menial roles and took charge of the western
After the war. Halleck was assigned to
army himself, spending months inching
command Richmond, then California
from Shiloh to Corinth which was finally
(where he proved useful when Alaska was
evacuated with little loss to the Union
acquired from Russia), and then was
troops.
assigned to Louisville in charge of all U.S.
Like McClellan who tried to do the
troops in the entire South, where-much evisame thing at Richmond on the Peninsula,
dence to the contrary-he blithely reported
Halleck seemed to think the war could be
to Washington that there was no such
won by maneuvers instead of battles.
organization as the Ku Klux Klan in the
When McClellan vacillated and
South.
Lincoln's patience.with him finally was
Self-deluded, shielded by his self-conexhausted, Halleck replaced McClellan as
structed superiority complex, refusing after
general of the Union armies by calling
age 16 to ever speak to his father (but buyHalleck to Washington to take the office
ing his farm when the father died), arrogant
Winfield Scott (Halleck's mentor) had
and insolent, Halleck died in 1871.
occupied for decades before surrendering it
His friend and beneficiary, Cullum, later
to McClellan.
arranged for a statue of him in California
Halleck proved to be an awful disapand a bust of him at West Point, but when
pointment. The commander refused to comhe was buried in Brooklyn, New York
mand. He kept paperwork flowing and pronewspapers ignored his funeral. It was a
vided supplies and reinforcements to the
scene of public disdain reminiscent of the
various armies of the North, but he would
neglected grave of Ebenezer Scrooge in the
not leave his office to inspect front-line
visitation of the final Christmas spirit.
conditions nor to give orders to his generals.
Larry McGehee, professor and vice
Occasionally tie would make suggespresideru at Wofford, may be reached by etions-when not chastising generals for failmail at mcgeheelt@
ing to follow records-keeping procedures0 Ai` Wollopi College, S.C.
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Character Counts Team
Eniaisnmit
plans meeting on Thursday
Join the Character Counts Team of
Trustworthiness, Responsibility, Respect,
Fairness, Caring and Citizenship.
Team members say it's terrific to be a
participant in the recognition of the good
character traits in our youth and our community!
Citizens who are interested in being a
part of the team are invited to attend the
Character Counts Coalition meeting Thursday at I p.m. in the meeting room of CalJo's
County Board of Education.
Datebook loway
For
more information call Doris Clark
By Jo Buriceen
Parham at 762-5429, Jan Wilson at 762Community
7410 or Trish Barton at 762-7333.
Editor

Health Express lists stop

Hedlth Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse checks and osteoporosis
heal scans on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 3 p.m. at Cheri Theaters in Murray.

Donated items needed for families
Angel Alerts have been issued by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center. A standard washing machine is needed by a single mother. A reliable transportation van is need
for a large family. Anyone having either one to donate call
the center at 762-7333.

Compassionate Friends plan service
Compassionate Friends will have a memorial candlelighting
service on Thursday at 7 p.m. at University Church of Christ.
For more information contact MCCH Chaplain Kerry Lambert
at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Glory Bound will be on Thursday
Two groups, Lifeline and Messengers, will be featured at
Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday from 7 to 9 p.m.
at the Weaks Community Center. Open Mic Time is featured
in the second hour. This is sponsored by Goshen United
Methodist Church. 'The public is invited and there is no charge.
Items for Need Line will be taken. For more information call
Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Jill
Alton at 753-1592.

Clothes Closet open on Thursday
Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet will be open on
Thursday from 9 a.m. to noon at the church at Dexter. For
information call Linda Young, coordinator, at 437-4890.

MHS Backboard Club will meet
Murray High School Backboard Club will meet today at
5:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria.

MCMA concert will be Thursday
Murray Civic Music AksKiakion will have its "Holiday
Pops Concert" featuring the Louisville Orchestra on Thursday
at 7 p.m. at Murray State University Lovett Auditorium. Tickets will be available at the door. For information call 7534446.

Kramar commissioned as
Kentucky Colonel

Calloway County resident.
Arnold Kramar, was commissioned a Kentucky Colonel,
Nov. 17,2004 The highest honor
awarded by the Commonwealth,
Kentucky Colonels serve as
state ambassadors of good will
and fellowship around the
world.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher and Lt.
Gov. Steve Pence serve as
Commander-in-Chief
and
Deputy Commander-in-Chief,
respectively, of the Honorable
Order of Kentucky Colonels.
Once a year Kentucky Colonels
from all over the world gather for a celebration of fellowship in the true spirit of Kentucky hospitality.
Commissions are presented
for contributions to the community, state or nation and for
special achievements of all
kinds. Many distinguished people such as President Lyndon
B. Johnson, English Prime Minister Winston Churchill, Tiger
-Woods, Dwight Yoakam and
Jeff Foxworthy have the honor
of bearing the Great Seal of
Kentucky on their walls.
Kramar hails from Beloit,
Wis. Before moving to MurLinda King of Paducah and Michael Henson of Mayfield ray, he retired after 30 years
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daugh- of service at Taylor Freezer
ter, Aimee Rene Henson. to Patrick Wayne Singleton, son of Co. in Rockton. Ill. He is the
James and Jean Singleton of Lexington.
son of the late Wallace KraMiss Henson is the granddaughter of Bob and Laura McDou- mar of Roscoe, Ill. He was an
gal of Nashville, Tenn., Carl Jr. and Ann Sarten of Clinton, active member of the South
Beloit American Legion Post
and Gerry Scott and Rollie Henson of Benton.
288
and the Legion's evening
Mr. Singleton is the grandson of the late Claud and Mabel
horseshoe
league. He was also
Montgomery of New Salem and the late Oris and Mayme Sinan
active
member
of the Rock
gleton of Eubank.
River Thresheree in Edgerton,
The bride-elect is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High Wis.
School and a 2004 graduate of the University of Kentucky
Kramer moved to Murray
with a bachelor of business administration degree. She is with wife Donna in July of
employed in the Human Resources department of LINPAC 1998. Both joined the US Coast
Materials Handling in Georgetown.
Guard Auxiliary, Kentucky Lake
The groom-elect is a 1995 graduate of Lafayette High School Flotilla 8-5, in 1999. He serves
and a 1999 graduate of the University of Kentucky with a as a staff officer for Aids to
bachelor's degree in accounting. He is employed by Crowe Navigation and is involved in
Chink and Company of Lexington.
Operations on Kentucky Lake.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 11, 2004, at 3:30 p.m. He participates in setting up
and working Auxiliary Booths
at Gardenside Baptist Church, Lexington.
at area boat shows and other
All relatives and friends are invited.
public events. He freely offers

Henson and Singleton

Federation of Blind plans fundraiser
The National Federation of the Blind Murray Chapter will
have its annual fundraiser auction Saturday at II a.m. at the
Weaks Community Center. Area businesses have donated various items for the auction along with donations from individuals in the community. For more information on the auction
or to .make a donation, call Danny Perry, president, at 7530911.

Live Nativity Scene starts Friday
Live Nativity Scene will be shown Friday and Saturday
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Coles Camp Ground United Methodist
Church. This includes six scenes to walk through including
live camels. Refreshments will be served. Also assisting will
be Independence, Kirksey, Palestine and Temple Hill churches.

Singles plan Christmas Dance Friday,
Murray Singles Organization will have its Christmas Dance
2004 on Friday from 7 to Il p.m. at Gibson building, 715
East Broadway, Mayfield. DJ Gary Long will provide the
music. The cost will be $6 per person. Each is asked to bring
a snack to share. Coffee and soft drinks will be provided. All
singles are invited. For information call Jackie at 1-270-2477754 or Helen at 761-3141.

Santa will be at Kroger Saturday
Santa will be at the Kroger Store in Murray on Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. as a promotion for Relay for Life.
Persons are urged to come by and have their pictures made
with Santa.

MHS Fastpitch Club will meet
Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet tonight at
6:15 p.m. at the school.

Photo provided

Pictured are some of the members of the Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray
Woman's Club rehearsing for the annual Holiday Open House to be Sunday at 2 p.m. at
the club house.

Woman's Club hosts open house
For many years, the Murray Woman's Club has helped
to open the holiday season in
Murray with a program of festive holiday music presented
by members of the community.
This year, the club will have
its annual holiday open house
on Sunday at 2 p.m. at the
club house at Vine and South
Seventh Streets, Murray.
The Music Department Chorus of the Woman's Club will

perform "Happy Holiday/White
Christmas Medley." "Candlelight Carol," "Let the Bright
Red Berries glow,""Some Children See Him" and "The Most
Wonderful Time of the Year."
Kathy Mowery is director
and Oneida White is accompanist for the chorus.
The program will also
include musical selections performed by the Murray High
School Choir under the direction of Dr. Bradley Almquist,

and the Combined Concert and
Freshmen Choirs of Calloway
County High School under the
direction of Mark Dycus.
Prelude music will be by
Donnie Hendrix, pianist.
Refreshments will be served
following all performances.
Tracey Wortham, first vice
president of the club, said "the
public is invited to attend this
festive open house to kickoff
the holiday season."

a helping hand to others
Recently. Kramer was acti
in area voter registration, phon
ing and working at Campaign
Headquarters for the Democratic Party of Calloway County.
•
"1 take great honor in this
award" says Kramer. "There is
always good-will in what I can
do for my community. Other Colonels whom I respect and
admire include Buddy Buckingham and the Honorable Larry
Elkins, Calloway
County
Judge/Executive."

FUN & FASHION

Christmas can bring out the best or the
worst in all of us. If we let ourselves get
caught up in the -too much to do Syndrome,- and over spending on gifts that
someone won't even remember next year.
we will miss the magic of the season.
The holidays should bring out the best in
all of us. Chnstin.:,is a time of Joy, lose
and hopefully. peace. As we get together
with our friends and families take the time
to cherish these memories. It could he different for some reason nett year and we
wouldn't be able to all be together. Instead
of griping about "L'ncle Fred.- look at Ms
actions with amusement, and realize what
a great story it will be some day.
As we come together to think of the deeper meaning of Chnsunas let's remember it
is about love. Let's show our love for others in small ways, even a smile or a compliment to a stranger can make a difference.
Gift giving is great. however, the gift of
one's time and one self is much mom special and sill he remembered longer
I love the sign "I Beliese.- it has a variety of meanings, dependLog on bow you
want to take it I choose to "believe in the
magic of Chnstnias. and that miracles can
haPPen-Share the magic of the season with every one. give generously and receive generously. go about spreading Joy and good tidings.
Whether you're looking for yourself
something special or someone else, we
have it.
We have Just received new beautiful
brooches, flower pins. headbands. and fabulous shoes for holiday wear.
We also have great evening hags, beautiful shawls and shrugs for your holiday
gatherings.
The great thing about all the holidav
glamour is that it also pairs perfectlswith
jeans or casual attire as well.
The Balm iS on Ophra's 0 list, it feel's
great on your lips and plumps them up to a
pretty pout They smell great too.
Everyone loves it. You'll want several colors.
For all your backless and strapless dresses
tops, don't forget about the Na Bra
- that sticks on and is so comfortable.
Also for smoothing and shaping under
pants and dresses get your Power Panties.
Our secret sale last week was 20% off
handbags, come in this week to see what it
will be. Congratulations to Ann William
who won the pearl brooch and bracelet at
Friday's sale
Quote of the Week. -We cannot live het
ter than in seeking to become better
Socrates
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fasinor
PS. Don't forget to come in and till out
your wish list- so we can call your Santa'
"Voted Best Lathes Bounque or
Calloway County Tyv Years In 4 R,

The Something For Ea-none Storr,

305 South 12th
Murray. KY•753-7441

Music Chorus practice Saturday
The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a practice Saturday at 11:15 a.m. in preparatidn for the Holiday Open House on Sunday at 2 p.m.

'Tis the Season To Show Mom
How Much You Care.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have
a Christmas potluck luncheon Thursday at noon at the club
house. Each one should bring a $5 wrapped gift for the Chinese auction, and items for Need Line. Hostesses will be Marlene Beach, Martha Crafton, Cathy Mathis and Sally Leedom.

Wading Cake SPOCin
$1 25 Per Per6c41
All flavors & fillings (never d
10 years experience.
tt.eben is Kest),deem inepeetei

Open This Weekend
Dec. 4 —‘.5
Last Chance Until Spring!

.Live Topiaries
& Orchids w

15_ACITIFUL FAMILY RINGS

4

25%
Off
Select
Items!

diaiduvaa'A e.aitais

Open Fri. & Stit.41
10 a.m. — 5 pria.*
Sun.. 1 — 5 p.m.
212 Main St.• Hazel
270-492-8787

Cakes or h.ti

C.

The holidays are the perfect time to express your
feelings with a gift of fine jewelry. A gift of
beauty that lasts forever.

270-924-3769

..••

...

-.111•...11. -oar •••• Am.

MRCS NOW Fan CHRISTMAS

Lee Jewelry Artisans
Where your ideas turn to gold
University Square • 305-D North 12th • Murray, KY 42671
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Murray High 77, Hickman Co. 39
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Notre Dame coach Tyrone
Willingham yells at his
players during the second
quarter against Stanford in
South Bend, Ind., in this
Oct. 9 photo. Notre Dame
fired Willingham after three
seasons. Willingham had a
record of 21-15, including
6-5 this season.

Willingham
ousted at
Notre Dame
after 3 years—

63

SOUTH BEND.Ind.(AP)
Tyrone Willingham often used
the word "more" to describe
what it was like to coach at
Notre Dame. More pressure.
More scrutiny. More urgency.
In the end, though. he got
less.
He was tired Tuesday after
just three seasons, receiving less
time than Bob Davie, Gerry
Faust or even Joe Kuharich to
turn around Notre Dame's fortunes. He served the shortest
tenure of any non-interim coach
since Hunk Anderson was there
from 1931-33.
Athletic director Ke% in
White said he doesn't think firing Willingham so quickly, after
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PADUCAH, Ky. — A late
rally by the Calloway County
Lakers salvaged a doubleheader
split with host Lone Oak in high
action
basketball
school
Tuesday night.
The Lakers
scored seven
unanswered
points in the
final minute of
play to upend
the Purple Flash 60-57 in the
season opener for both teams.
Calloway (1-0) trailed 57-53,
but Trey Tindell converted a
three-point play to close the gap
to just one. Chase Futrell then
hit a pair of free throws to put
the Lakers ahead for good.
Lone Oak had a chance to
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Broyles: Nutt still best man for job
FAYE I FEVILLE, Ark.(AP)
— Arkansas athletic director
Frank Broyles apparently hasn't
let a single losing season sour
him on Razorback football
coach
Houston
Nun.
told
"I
Houston he's
the best man
in the country for this
job," Broyles
sal& Tuesday
after meeting
Nutt
with Nutt to
review the 2004 football season,
which Arkansas ended with a 56 record when the Razorbacks
lost 43-14 to LSU on Friday.
It was the first losing season
of Nun's seven at Arkansas, and

the first year his team hasn't
been eligible to go to a post-season 1,3w1 game. Overall, Nun's
teams are 53-33 over the seven
years.
"Arkansas needs him and we
hope that he's happy, and he
seems to be very happy here,"
said Broyles, who formerly
coached the Arkansas football
teams himself.
Broyles said he met with Nutt
for about 45 minutes Tuesday
morning at Broyles• home.
He said he was confident that
Nutt would have more winning
seasons and would take more
Arkansas teams to bowls.
The athletic director noted
that this year's team started
without 29 lettermen — including five juniors — from last

year's squad, which went 9-4.
-We'll get it turned around
and be back," Broyles said.
"With a school like Arkansas,
when you lose your top five juniors and it coincides with losing
25 seniors — I'm not alibiing
for (Nutt) or anything, but he
had a young team and he came
close to having a sensational
year for what was predicted."
He observed that three of the
Razorbacks' losses — to Texas,
Georgia and South Carolina —
were by a combined total of just
11 points.
Broyles said he doesn't know
if Nutt plans staff changes.
"That's totally Houston's
call," he said."He might ask my
opinion, and I'll give it, but it's
Houston's call."

Davis resigns from Browns post

Davis' departure came two days after the
BEREA, Ohio (AP) — As coach Butch Davis
their fifth straight game, a 58-48
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First-yea
them winners, but had his successes undone by
will coach the Browns for the rest of the season.
bad draft picks, injuries and tough kisses.
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The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFT
"Your more than one company agency
753-8355
901 Sycamore
NBA SCOREBOARD
AM Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Allan& Division
W L Pct GB
7 6.538
New York
1
6 7.462
Philadelphia
7 9.438 1 1/2
Toronto
2
5 8.385
Boston
3 11.214 4 1/2
New Jersey
Southeast Division
W L Pct GB
—
10 6.625
Miami
8 5.615 1/2
Orlando
1
7 5,583
Washington
3 10.231 5 4/2
Charlotte
7
2 12.143
Atlanta
Central Division
W L Pet GB
10 4.714
Indiana
1
9 5.643
Cleveland
3
7 7.500
Detrort
5
4 8.333
Mihvaukee
1 10.091 71/2
Chicago ,
liondays Gaines
Boston 117, Orlando 101
Denver 76, New Orleans 67
L.A Clippers 94, Cleveland 82
Tuesday's Games
New York 110, Atlanta 109 OT
Toronto 94, Miami 92
New Jersey 99, Charlotte 86
Sacramento 96, Memphis 93
L.A. Leiters 95, Milwaukee 90
Detroit 93, Houston 72
San Antonio 107, Dallas 89
Phoenix 115, Utah 102
Portland 100, Seattle 94

•

WESTERN CONFERINCE
Southwest Division
W LPcI GB
—
12 3.800
San Antonio
10 6.625 2 1/2
Dallas
6 10.375 6 1/2
Houston
7
5 10.333
Memphis
10
1 12 077
New Orleans
Northwest DIviaton
W L Pot GB
—
13 3 813
Seattle
8 5.615 3 1/2
Minnesota
4
6.571
8
Denver
4
8 6.571
Portland
8 7 533 4 1/2
Utah
Pacific Division
W L Pet GB
—
12 2.857
Phoenix
3
9 5 643
Sacramento
9 6.600 3 1/2
L.A. Clippers
1/2
3
6.600
9
L.A Lakers
3 10.231 8 1/2
Golden State
Games
Today's
Milwaukee at Boston,6 p.m.
Toronto at Orlando. 6 p.m.
New Jersey at Washington, 6 p.m
Memphis at New York. 6-30 p.m.
Sacramento at New Orleans, 7 P.m.
LA Lakers at Chicago, 730 p.m.
Philadelphia at San Antonio, 7:30 p.m.
Cleveland at Phoenix. 8 p.m.
Utah at Seattle, 9 p.m.
Indiana at L A Clippers, 9:30 p.m
Minnesota at Golden State. 9:30 p.m.
Thursday's Gaines
Houston at Dallas. 7 p.m.
Cleveland at Denver, 9:30 p.m.
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us a while to get going, and I
knew we were going to come
out with those first-game jitters.
I knew that after we got the first
quarter under out belt, we could
take off.
"The main thing is we have
to run the basketball. We have to
be a run-and-gun basketball
team. We don't need to be a
half-court team," she added.
Garland, who finished 7-of14 from the field while hitting 3of-9 from the foul stripe, couldn't have agreed more with her
coach.
"We stress the fast break."
Garland added. "We're not a
good half-court team. We talked
about getting out and running
the ball. We're so quick that we

can get out on other teams and
beat them to the basket. That's
how I had most of my points,
just getting out and beating the
defender down the court."
Garland said last year she
was counted on solely for her
defense. This year, however, she
want's to make the same kind of
name for herself on the other
side of the ball.
"Last year, I wasn't a high
scorer. (Tuesday) I wanted to
come out and do something else
for the team besides play
defense," she noted. "Last year.
that's all I did."
The real difference for
Murray High, however, was the
second quarter, when Turner's
trapping defense put the clamps
quickly on the Lady Falcons.

Amanda Hobbs' field goal
gave Hickman an early 14-13
lead. After that, it was all
Murray High as the Lady Tigers
roared through the second quarter on a 25-0 run that started
with Christina Dunn's steal and
layup with 5:28 remaining and
ended with Dunn's long-range
bomb with six seconds before
halftime. Dunn finished with
nine points, including seven in
the second quarter.
forced
High
Murray
Hickman into 10 second-quarter
turnovers. The Lady Tigers only
committed four and did a better
job on the glass, thanks in part to
Houston, who subbed in for
Breanna Volp late in the first
quarter.
"She was amazing." Turner

said of Huston."She came in off
the bench and gave us some very
good minutes and some muchneeded rebounding help when
we weren't getting any. If she
can come in like that every night
and give us that kind of spark off
the bench, we are going to be
doing very good for ourselves."
• Murray High took a 41-14
lead into halftime and extended
the lead to 58-23 at the end of
three. In the contest, the Lady
Tigers outrebounded Hickman
30-12 while shooting 49 percent
from the floor on 29-of-59
shooting.
Hickman was 10-of-45 from
the perimeter for 22 percent
while Ashley Yates paced the
Lady Falcons' offense with a
team-high 14 points.

HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL!

Special Priced Daily Lunch Specials!

Mexican Combos
)Soup,Salad & Sandwich Combos
jHomemade Cajun Specials
)Best Salads Around
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shot 46 percent (36-of-77) from
the floor against the Cardinals,
including 57 percent (20-of-35)
in the second half. Murray was
also 11-of-24 from 3-point
range.
Sophomore guard Ashley
Hayes followed Remington in
the Lady Racer lineup with 25
points on 9-of-18 shooting,
including a 7-of-14 effort from
beyond the arc.
Freshman guard Shaleea
Petty joined Remington on the
honor roll by being named the
OVC's Freshman of the Week.
The former Christian County
standout tossed in 12 points
against Ball State after pumping
in 18 against Northern Iowa.
The play of the Lady Racer
backcourt has tried to mask the
team's deficiencies in the low
post, where MSU has struggled.
However, those difficulties were
expected after two projected
frontcourt starters left the team
in the offseason for personal reasons.
"We really have a lot of work
to do, especially on the inside,"
Felton said. "But I'm proud of
the way our post players have
responded. Kaleena and Katie
(Willinger) and Ashley Smith
did a wonderful job of not letting Ball State' do things they
wanted to do in the middle."
Ball State was one of several
non-conference challenges on a
difficult pre-conference schedule for the Lady Racers, who
will also face Conference USA
teams UNC-Charlotte and
Louisville this month before
playing at rival Western
Kentucky on Jan, 3.
Those challenges, including
the season opener against
nationally-ranked DePaul, are
part of a Lady Racer sIste that is
ranked 74th in the nation out of
328 Division I women's teams
in the NCAA. MSU is ranked
third in the OVC in schedule
strength.
"We lost a couple of kids, and
we made this schedule with
them in mind," noted Felton.
"But we're not making any
excuses. ... All of these teams
we're playing are talented. It's a
good opportunity for its to go
and play good competition."

Keeping
You Warm!

THE BEST

FINANCIAL NEWS
IN TODAY'S PAPER.
Insulated Bibs
• Adjustable elasticized stiw
• Two deep front pockets, or,
w/pencil slot
• Reg. $45.99

Hooded Insulated
Jacket
• Made of high quality matenal
for long lusting wear
• Reg. $44.99

best
The good news is you don't have to shop around any longer to find the
CD
yields on your money — now that Union Planters Bank offers two great
rates like these. Now with an investment of $500 or more and a Union
Planters checking account,' your money will earn:

2.15%
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3.25%

API"
tilnal
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For more information, contact any Union Planters Bank office in
has the
western Kentucky area. Let us show you why Union Planters Bank
strength to help you do more.

'5499

Insulated Coveralls

• Safety stitch seams - two rifle
style hand wanner pockets
• Reg. 542.79

Chore Coat
• Shell fabric is made of hca‘N
duty 10091- cotton duck

• Reg. $42.99
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Ridge steps do
WASHINGTON (AP) - Tom
Ridge, the nation's first homeland security secretary, announced Tuesday that
he is resigning after three years of
reworking American security and presiding over color-coded terror alerts.
He's the seventh Bush Cabinet officer
leaving so far.
Ridge oversaw the most significant
government reorganization in 50 years.
He'll be remembered for his terror
alerts and tutorials about how to prepare for possible attacks, incluibrig the
controversial "disaster kits" that caused
last year's' run on duct tape and plastic
sheeting.
Amid warnings that the country may
face increased terror risks around the
holidays and the Jan. 20 presidential
inauguration, Ridge said he will remain
on the job through Feb. 1, unless his
replacement is installed sooner.
Ridge acknowledged he could not
prove the costly and corriplex security
measures that have been put in place
have foiled any terrorist attacks inside
the United States, but he said the country is safer today than before the suicide
hijackings on Sept. 11, 2001, killed
nearly 3,000 people in New York,
Washington and Pennsylvania.

1 am k:onfident that the terrorists are
aware that from the curb to the cockpit
we've got additional security measures
that didn't exist a couple years ago,"
Ridge told reporters at the department's
Washington campus. which he helped
create.
"His efforts have resulted in safer
skies, increased border and port security and enhanced measures to safeguard
our critical infrastructure and the
American public," Bush said in a prepared statement Tuesday evening.
Ridge sent his letter of resignation to
President Bush at midday Tuesday,
after attending a morning White House
threat briefing with CIA and FBI officials. The former Pennsylvania governor thanked Bush for giving him the
opportunity to fight back against terrorists. He recalled that the passengers on
Flight 93 who forced their hijacked
plane down in a Pennsylvania field had
also fought back.
"There will always be more to do,
but today, America is significantly
stronger- and safer than ever before,"
Ridge wrote Bush.
Ridge is the seventh of Bush's 15member Cabinet to announce they
won't be part of the second term. More

are expected, and administration officials say Health and Human Services
Secretary Tommy Thompson appears to
be next.
The turnover in the Bush Cabinet is
typical of second-term presidencies.
Presidents Clinton and Reagan had
seven Cabinet seats change hands after
they won new terms, President Nixon
nine and Presidents Truman and
Johnson four each.
Among those mentioned as possible
candidates to replace Ridge are Bernard
Kerik, the former New York City police
commissioner who helped rebuild
Iraq's police force; former Federal
Emergency Management Agency
Director Joe Allbaugh; Environmental
Protection Agency Administrator Mike
Leavitt; and White House homeland
security adviser Fran Townsend.
Others are also believed to be interested in the job, including Asa
Hutchinson, undersecretary for border
and transportation security in the
Homeland Security Department.
Ridge leaves behind a department
that's still learning to work together.'
Culled from 22 often disparate federal
agencies, the 180,000-employee organization still faces criticism over aspects

of its massive govmerger,
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including the coordination of finances
to computers systems.
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dren, said that for the future he intend
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games
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attending
In an e-mail circulated to Homeland
Security officials, Ridge praised the
department as "an extraordinary organto
ization that each day contributes
free."
and
safe
keeping America

In October 2001, Ridge became the
nation's first White House homeland
security adviser, leading a massive
undertaking to rethink all aspects ol
security within the U.S. borders in the
wake of the Sept. 11 attacks.
Congress subsequently passed legislation establishing the Homeland
Security Department, with Ridge taking
over as the department's first secretary
in January 2003.
He has presided over six national
orange alerts — second highest on the
five-color scale — when the government boosted security out of concern
that an attack may be coming.
Yet Ridge, a politician by nature.
fought criticism leading up to the election from those who said he was using
terror warnings to boost support fox
Bush.
Ridge, who has spent 22 years in
public service, came home from
Vietnam, earned a law degree and went
into private practice in Pennsylvania.
He ran for Congress in 1982 and was
re-elected five times.
He became the Pennsylvania governor in 1995, leaving the state capital in
October 2001 after the White House
called.

TALK FOR FREE TO
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CALL ALL CINGULAR
ADD A LINE FOR
$999 WIRELESS CUSTOMERS
FOR FREE.
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Candlelight
Recorded in the historic Heinz a capella choir, and their annual
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Choir holiday concert evokes Dale Warland, retired from the
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many centuries and continents. December 2003.
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See the complete list of
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The nroblem with getting old

A few years ago our pre Sunday
school class discussion centered
around one of our members who
had
just gotten her Medicare Card.
She
was crushed.
"Reality really sets in now. I have
to face the fact that I am 65 —
no
longer what you'd exactly call a young
chick!"
We were quick to remind her of the
alternative, We either grow older or we
die, She didn't like the alternative
either! Sometimes you just can't
please people.
I don't know what it is about age
that bothers us, but it does. Earlier this
year I awoke with my back itching and
hurting. We thought it was a spider
bite so I went to the doctor. She said it
was shingles.
Upon returning home from the doctor's visit, we researched shingles on
the Internet. One of the first things it

said
Was

this is
usually
a disease of
the
"elderThat
was a
real
thrill!
AfThe Fabulous Fifties
ter I
got
& Beyond
over
By Jeanette & Jim Pollard
the iniSyndicated Columnists
tial
shock,
we had a good laugh.
We also think no matter what your
age, you don't seem to ever think you

are the one getting old. A doctor friend
of Ours shared this story with us. He
said one of his 90-year-old patients
was in his office. She was trying to get
out of the chair. It took her three tries
before she made it. Her comment was
"Here I sin acting like an old woman,
who can't even get up."
We think it is a "good thing" that
people do not think of themselves as
being old. As long as they continue to
feel they are young, they will continue
to try and do things that will keep
them young.
There are many things people can
do to keep themselves young. One of
the very important things you can do is
learn to laugh at yourself. Laughter is
the best medicine for all of us, no matter our age. Just recently I was talking
with a friend of mine. She told me last
week she was packing to go out of
.. town. She had made her list as we all

must do at this age
• She saw tooth paste and tooth brush
onn
Stohe triedia
r
btely applied
ooth paste her ooth rush and
started to put it into her suitcase when
she remembered what she was about to
do. The tooth brush and tooth paste
were each to go into the suitcase separately.
I then shared a really dumb thing I
had recently done. I made some KoolAid for Jim. He drank about half of it
before telling me it had no sugar. I was
sure I had put two half cups in it, but
maybe I only put one. I went back to
the kitchen and added another half
cup. This time it was fine. I just
thought I had forgotten to add the
other half cup.
Later in the day, I started to wash a
pitcher that was sitting on my counter.
Just as I put it into the water, I noticed
something white in it. There was the

other half-cup of sugar. The empty
pitcher had been sitting next to the
container I made the Kool-Aid in. One
half went into the Kool-Aid; the other
half went into the empty pitcher.
We both had a very good laugh and
then went on about our day, each of us
feeling a little better because we had
shared our -crazy things." It also
uplifted us (or at least it did me) to
think: If I am crazy, I'm not by myself.
I think that is a comforting thought.
but I'm not quite sure!
Check your local cable listingsfor
viewing times of The Fabulous Fifties
and Beyond. Ksit us online at
wwwTheFabulousFifties.net. Send us
your questions or comments to
Jim@TheFabulousFifties.net or write
us at PO. Box 7. Boaz, Ky., 42027.

More retirees consider moving to or staying in snow country

By The Associated Press
BUFFALO, Wyo. (AP) —
Whenever Fern and Dale
Johnson visited family here,
they couldn't help feeling a bit
envious. People were so friendly, and the pace of life in the
rural community was much
slower — and more to their liking — than back home in
Nebraska.
The Johnsons once dreamed
of spending their leisure years in
the warrtith of sunny Arizona.
But Sun City, it turned out, was

too "busy."
ous.
ties to stay active and involved.
So when retirement finally
But nestled in a tmall house Newly retiring baby boomers,
came last year, they headed on a block so quiet the thrush of between the ages of
40 and 60,
instead for Buffalo, a decidedly blowing autumn leaves is star- don't see themselv
es as old, said
four-season town of about 4,100 tling, the Johnsons say they Joanne Bowlby
of AARP
people nar the looming Big couldn't be happier.
Wyoming.
Horn Mountains of northern
"To me, the climate is so
-The idea of playing golf and
Wyoming.
much nicer here," said Fern living in a condo with people
Buffalo is certainly a far cry Johnson, 66.
only their own age — to them —
from Arizona. Winter snows can
Florida and Arizona remain is old," she said. "Here, we see
come early and stay late in hot retirement destinations, them active:
mountain biking,
Wyoming. The interstate on- offering the constants of sun and hiking, skiing.
The independent
ramps have permanent barriers warmth, gardening and golf, the mindset fits them."
that can be lowered when bliz- traditional attractions for a
It did Marvin and JoAnne
zards male travel too danger- retiree. But Sunbelt destinations Brown. The retired
Air Force
are losing some of their cool colonel and his wife found a
with many new retirees, who house in Lander, Wyo., that they
want more and are willing to ended up buying and turning
live where it's cold and snowy to into a bed and breakfast. Though
get it.
they hadn't any particular plans
Some,like the Johnsons, seek to leave their home in Denver,
small-town connections. Others they were bowled over by the
seek out culture and educational house and its prospects and were
opportunities in college towns. excited about starting over in a
Some want active outdoor recre- town of about 7,000 people in
ation. And some look for a low mountainous western Wyoming.
cost of living where they-can
Nearly 10 years later, their
build a dream home or start a Blue Spruce Inn is doing well
new business.
and the couple remain pleased
-The hold Florida and with their move.
Arizona have had on retirees is
"Lander is the kind of place
loosening, and the options are where you can be as busy or notgrowing," said Clare Hushbeck, as-busy is You want ui be," said
an economist and senior legisla- Marvin Brown, 67. "Pick your
tive representative with AARP.
animal and there's a group for it
Today, the nature of retire- — elk, turkeys, fish."
ment is changing. Many people
Hunting and fishing are
•
Photo provided
are retiring younger, with more among the draws to Townsend,
Marla Gelb, Vice President/CFO of The Murray Bank,
money and more plans. For Mont., a town of about 1,900
discusses the benefits of Online Banking & Online
many, that includes opportuni- near the state capital of Helena.
Bill Pay during their fall financial series, "21st
Century Banking for Seniors", at the M-CC Senior
Citizen Center. The Murray Bank is offering this free
A gas permable bifocal contoct iercs that realty works You cannot get
this quality of vision from any other source such as Lasik Surgery.
series to area senior citizens as a community servmonocular fit, soft bifocal contact,lens or glasses.
ice.
UNBELIEVABLE FOR COMPUTERS

INCREDIBLE VISION

--RACEWAY AUTO SALESCorner of 4th & Poplar Streets • Murray • 270,753-9586

We are having 85% success With Iiiese lens and have 98% of prescription lenses in stock.
Successfully fit - S593.00
$50 if not successful
If you are now using single vision gas permable contact lens and
glosses over your contacts for near vision there will be no charge to
come in and try these lens.
Or. H.C. Denham
Optometrist

270-753-4576
312 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY 42071

From 1990-2003, Broadwater
County,
which
includes
Townsend, saw a 54 percent
increase in the number of people
65 and older, according to the
census.
Weather, water and mountains are main draws to Sequim.
Wash., a town of about 4,200 on
the northern end of the Olympic
Peninsula. The town's average
age is 58, said Pat McCauley,
Sequim marketing director.
"I actively market to kayakers and bikers and outdoor
adventure people, and they
move here with their kayaks and
bikes when they retire," she
said.
While Buffalo is attracting
retirees, those same retirees are
changing Buffalo.
They volunteer at places such
as the Jim Gatchell Milseum and
food pantry. They use the
YMCA to lift weights, walk or
swim, and their growing number
is a factor as officials look ahead
at how best to meet the needs of
members, chief executive officer Doug Schultze said. A
climbing wall,for example, may
be out. --Realtor Bob Snowden says
he has seen a steady number of
retirees move into the area over
the last decade and a rise in

prices for the coveted 2- to 5acre plots inhabited in the county. In outlying areas, clearing
some snow-covered roads isn't a
top priority for road crews, a
fart many new residents learn
after their first, big snowfall,
said Ken Gross, a consultant to
the city and former local planner.

This three acre tract
boasts of an immaculate
three bedroom, two full
bath home priced to sell
for just $108,921
Quick Possession. Easy
to show. Call Lori 2932881 for your showing
or Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.

Loretta jobs Realtors
301 N. 12th St.
Murra, KY 42071
Phone 753-1492

BETTER BUILT GARAGES, INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST'
Family Owned & Operated Since 1987

1-888-852-3451 • 270-674-5530• Melber. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
8 12' looting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
t, Anchor bolts
oncrete
Treated bottom
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Constr gr
studs
-16 0.S 8
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94 Chevy Truck SWB. Sharp
91 Toyota Corolla. Red
92 Dodge Caravan Loca!
91 Mazda 626. Nice
96,Mercury Sable. One Owner. Locai
96 Olds Cterra. V-6
95 Buick LeSabre
'94 Jeep Cherokee. 4 Dr
88 Nissan Sentra, 2 Dr Red Moon Root
'94 Pontiac Sunbird
93 Saturn
92 Ford Fiesta. 45 mpg
'94 Dodge KCab Truck

S3.600
S1.450
S1.950
S1.900
S2.600
S1.950
S3.200
S2.950
S1.250
$1,750
S2.000
S1.300
S6.500

'.1asonite wood or vinyl siding

COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUE

(1.feat Reyeats
Consignment Cfothes er Costume Rental
Men • Women • Children
Tacky Formals 50's-70's Styles • Maternity• Nursing

Deluxe Models vv/ hardboard siding
Deluxe Models w.#1 vinyl siding
112 CAR (121201
S6.775 1 1/2 CAR (12x201 .57775
2 CAR 118x201
$7.575 2 CAR iIWO)
Si 975
ARGE CAR I22x224
.57.995 (22x22)
$8375
2 CAR (24x24)
58.075 2 112 CAR (24x24)
$8.475
'RGE 2 1/2 CAR 424x30
58.77$ LARGE 2 112 CAR (24001
59.175
061
510.575 LARGE 2 112 CAR (241361
S10 975
GE 3 CAR (30x301
S11.07S LARGE 3 CAR (305301
S11 475
i401
514.875 (30x40)
515 275
PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT - CALL US'

• Check us out online for custom-buill garages
and portable buildings at www.labgarages.com

Open Mon.-Sat. 10 am-6 pm • 605 S. 12th St. • 762-0207

SUBSCRIBE

. N Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O hi raised curb

We offer you FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty

RITA'S

Name Bread Clotho, Not Daily

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft O.C.
J
plywood/0 S 8
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
a Overhead steel

Hurry.
The best deal in town ends soon!

elikamaa
OPEN HOUSE
The Antique Shoppes of Downtown

Hazel
Saturday, December 4th 10 am-5 pm

Pagliai's Special
8-inch piz7a

LeRoy Special

Meat Lovers

ANY 8-inch PLUM

8-inch pizza

8-inch pizza

iexceet The Everything

*4" $411" '4" '4"
Ask your server about our other specials priced at

399 -

(pricey do run include drink & rai or tip

OPEN
7 DAYS
A WEEK!

Pa halt
PIZ:A

& !fatten Restos...off

411.1cr

970 Chestnut Street • Murra)

140-2

CALL FOR
CARRYOUT

753-2975
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PORTLAND, Maine(AP)—
Most don't look like harem girls
and few midriffs are showing.
But they sure seem to be belly
dancing.
A woman in her late 40s is
swiveling her hips with the
charisma of a teen pop star. A
dozen others ranging from petite
teens to middle-aged moms
swarm around her, ringing out a
rhythmic chorus on their finger
cymbals.
Belly dancing has emerged as
a form of exercise for those who
find its sultry undulations more
their speed than hours of aerobics or weightlifting. As with
Pilates and yoga, you do not
have to be -willowy to belly
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More Mail from Minsk
EDITOR'S NOTE: Thefollowing
is the DM in a series of columnsfrom
Donald W. Whisenhunt, who is in
Minsk as a Fulbright Scholar
One of the first impressions we had
of Minsk when we arrived was how
clean it is. We also noticed how there
was almost no graffiti anywhere in the
city. abet situation has changed a bit
since we've been here. We now see
graffiti showing up in public places,
but it is still far from what we would
see in American cities, or in Lithuania,
for,that matter. When graffiti does
appear, someone comes by very soon
and paints over it. Unfortunately, we
have seen a few places where graffiti
on white walls has been painted over
with a very unattractive brown paint.
Sometimes the brown paint is put on
so thickly or carelessly that the paint
drips and runs. So in a way, the repair
is uglier than the original graffiti.
Another thing we've noticed is how
clean the streets are. From almost the
first day we knew why because we
saw the street sweepers out in force.
Almost anywhere one goes, there are
sweepers, sometimes one alone and at
other times several in a group.
In the area between our apartment
building and the school is a grassy
area with 40-45 trees. They are all
almost the same sire and are thirtyfive to forty years old. They are about
40 feet tall. That is logical, since this
city was leveled during World War II,
and the trees were replanted shortly
after the end of the war. In this neighborhood, they were replanted probably
in the 1950s when the buildings were
being built.
Almost every day since we've been
here, a woman in her late thirties or
early forties has come between 6 and 7
a.m. to sweep our area. During our
more than two months, it has almost
always been the same woman.
Occasionally she is joined by other
women and sometimes a few men.
Our regular sweeper is one of the most

energetic women I've ever seen. She
moves quickly and is very good at her
job.
When we first arrived, she swept
the dirt and debris in the street and the
litter, cigarette butts, and beer bottles
from around the benches in front of
the apartment. Soon, the trees began
slowly to drop their leaves. Then,
every morning our sweeper began to
sweep the leaves, both from in the
street and on the grass.
This surprised us very much. She
used her broom to sweep the leaves off
the grass. Her broom looks very
primitive. It appears to be a bundle of
sticks, but actually is a bundle of
broom straw, tied with string around a
broomstick. She vigorously sweeps
the leaves off the grass into piles either
on the grass or on the street. Then she
uses a type of dustpan to move the
leaves. At first when there were not
so many leaves, she carried plastic
bags to put the leaves in. When the
leaves began to fall in large numbers,
she then swept them into large piles.
Periodically, a tractor and trailer
comes by with a larger crew of workers who load them into the trailer and
take them away. These crews are predominantly women, but there are usually one or two men with them—men
who tend to supervise and do little
actual work.
We thought how labor intensive this
cleaning is. We also wondered why
there was not a more efficient way to
keep the leaves under control. We
have seen no leaf blowers that are so
common in Murray, although a man
did come to cut the grass with a weed
eater type of machine. In addition to
not being very efficient, considering
the space he had to'cover, he had trouble keeping it running and spent a lot
of time working on it. He continued
to work long after dark a couple of
times, and it was quite irritating to
hear the machine run.
After the leaves began to come
down in great numbers, I noticed one

morning—by now it is pitch dark when
she begins her work—that our regular
sweeper was using a leaf rake like we
have in America as well as her broom.
Now the trees are all bare except for
two or three noldouts that drop a few
leaves each day. Our sweeper is not
here as long now, and I'm sure she
moves on to work in other areas or
with other crews.
This extensive use of hand labor we
saw in China as well. This is a
holdover from the Soviet system of
"full employment." The idea was
that everyone should be given employment, no matter how menial and inefficient, in order to give them work and
to keep them from becoming restless
and a potential nucleus of a mob. As
long as people are working, even if it
is menial and meaningless. they seem
to be satisfied.
We see the full employment concept in several ways. There are public
toilets in some parts of the city. They
are all staffed, usually by women, who
collect the fees (usually about 15 cents
in U.S. dollars) and maintain the toilets--at least one would hope they do,
but their condition does not show
much effort.
The stores here are different.
depending on the ownership. In the
private stores, the number of employees is not so different from stores at
home. But in the state-run stores,
there are more employees, sometimes
more than seem necessary. Again.
this is full employment. However, the
number of store employees here does
not begin to compare with what we
saw in China. •
In the stores in China — both private and state-owned — the number of
clerks was amazing. In department
stores, each counter and each free
standing display had a clerk; if one
bought something, it had to be paid for
at the time. There was no way to
accumulate one's purchases and pay
for them at one time at a checkout
stand. In many stores, there seemed

to be more employees than customers.
I noticed on one occasion that in a
state store there were clerks standing
shoulder-to-shoulder behind the display cases. On one floor in one store
I counted forty clerks. but I'm not sure
I saw them all. This was nine years
ago. We know that some things have
changed there; more factories, at least,
have been privatized, so there is less
"full employment." There is also

more unrest.
We have encountered nothing like
shoulder-to-shoulder employees in
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Belarus, but the concept of "full
employment" is alive and well.
Belarus is no longer officially a communist country, but it is still authoritarian with a "strong man" leader who
knows that he must keep the people
pacified to maintain order. Therefore,
the city is clean, the streets are safe.
the state pensions and salaries are paid
on time, and there is some type of
work for all--or so it seems.
If you have corriments or suggestions, you can write to me at •
donw@wwu.edu.
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Newborn's parents face deportation
FORT MITCHELL, Ky.(AP)
— Five-week-old Jade Odum is
caught in a legal limbo.
Jade became a U.S. citizen
the day he was born in Northern
Kentucky. But his parents are
not citizens, and inunigration
officials are trying to deport
them.
Jade has been in Kentucky's
children services system for two
weeks because his parents. both
college students from Ghana,
arc in jail on charges of falsely
claiming to be U.S. citizens.
His parents' predicament has
left the newborn facing an indefinite separation from his parents
while their case makes its way
through the federal courts, a
process that could take weeks or
months.
And it has left his parents
facing the prospect of one day
either leaving their child behind

in Ame.nca or taking him back
with them to Ghana itriwestern
•
Africa.
Lisa
defender
Public
the
doubts
she
said
n
Bushelma
mother would opt for the latter.
"This is . very difficult for
her," Bushelman said. "It's not
the most positive thing for a
.
mom."
Although inuniggation officials don't track how;many parents must make similar decisions, tnost -agree that the numbers have risen with tougher
immigration enforce7nt since
Sept. 11,2001.
and
U.S. • immigrati n
Customs Enforcement expelled
..more than 157,000 n-citizens
.t‘ie past fiscal year — a
during!
record.
Officials say it's also increasingly common for immigrants to
be parents of children born in

the United States, which automatically gives the child
American cititenship.
"It's a difficult situation,"
said Gail Montenegro, spokeswoman for the ICE regional
office in Chicago, which oversees cases in Kentucky."You are
dealing with children who are
born here and have every right
to be here. But we have to
enforce immigration laws."
Officials say Jade's parents
broke the law when they "falsely and willfully" represented
themselves as citizens of the
United States. They were arrested Nov. 18.
Immigration officials say
Jade's mother, Yaa Boateng,
arrived from Ghana on a student
visa in early 2003 to study at
Northern Kentucky University.
They say she later dropped out,
invalidating her visa and putting

her in violation of immigration
laws.
Jade's father, whose name
was not released, also was in
custody on the same charge, said
Firooz Namei, another attorne!,
for Boateng.
• A request to interview
Boateng was turned down
Monday by the U.S. Marshals
Service.
Bushelman asked a federal
magistrate Monday to release
Boateng on bond so she could be
with her child. But the magi*.
trate said Boateng must first
make a request for her release
with immigration officials and
then, if they refuse, try again
with an immigration judge.
"We are definitely in lirnbo
right now," Bushelman said.
"Everybody is trying really hard
to help her. It's just such a
strange set of circumstances."
SS

School counselors to help
students deal virith drug issues
A federally tricts up to $2,000 to pay for drug testing for
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP)
the
funded program will pay for 31 counselors employees and students, assessing how
education
anti-drug
providing
are
schools
southand
of
eastern
in schools across parts
central Kentucky to help students deal with and helping with improvements, training
teachers to incorporate drug-abuse prevendrug problems.
Operation UNITE will provide the coun- tion information into lessons, and providing
selors in its 29-county area. The counselors teaching materials if necessary.
The goals are to create a sustained effort
v. ill try to intervene in cases where students
children not to use drugs, or, if they
teach
to
are using drugs and will work with students
them, to turn away before they
using
are
substance
of
because
problems
who have
said Karen Engle, execuaddicted,
become
abuse in their families.
of
UNITE.
director
tive
that
someone
be
will
this
"frhope that
The first counselors air- likely to be in
these kids can turn to for a little guidance or
after the'Christmas Zireak, Engle said.
place
ndent
Superinte
County
help." said Clay
in the 29 counDoug Adams. "We have so many children There are 44 school districts
will have to
so
some
UNITE,
by
covered
ties
living with these drugs."
Providing counselors is part of a $1.6 share a drug counselor.
UNITE stands for Unlawful Narcotics
million education initiative by UNITE. The
n.
plan also includes reimbursing school dis- Investigation, Treatment and Educatio
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U.S. Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers, R-Ky., got
$8 million set aside early in 2003 to create
the program, and has since gotten an additional $16 million.
The program's goal is to increase drug
investigations, provide more treatment for
addicts and boost anti-drug education efforts
in Rogers' district, where he and others have
described the level of substance abuse as
epidemic. Abuse of prescription medication
has caused overdose deaths and has driven
up the crime rate, and the region has a growing problem with methamphetamine abuse.
So far, UNITE's law enforcement programs have gotten the lion's share of the
money. That was by design, to get the attention of drug dealers and the public with a
crackdown on street-level drug trafficking.
Engle said.

Flu reaches Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A Northern Kentucky lab reported the
to the Department for Public
first positive influenza culture
the state.
Health this week, indicating the presence of flu in
results US the
the
reported
Health
The Department for Public
as part of
on
(CDC)
Preventi
and
Control
Disease
Centers for
statewide flu surveillance efforts. Kentucky's flu activity is currently classified as "sporadic," the lowest level indicating flti
activity. The flu season can begin as early as October and last
through April. Most other states are also reporting sporadic activity. Surveillance efforts serve as a tracking system to follow the
patterns and types of flu each year; they are not meant to reflect
a full count of all flu cases.
Public Health Commissioner Dr. William Hacker said,
"Speaking is a physician, I'd like to remind people that there are
simple steps that can be taken to prevent flu and other illnesses
that normally circulate at this time of year. You should follow the
advice your mother gave you - wash your hands frequently,cover
your mouth when you cough or sneeze and staying home when
you're kiso)t - in order to stay healthy."
Dr. Hacker also urged those in the groups at high risk for complications related to the flu that have not received vaccine to
check with local health departments or other providers.
'Although slow in coming, additional shipments of flu vaccine
are still arriving at some local health departments and health
providers' offices, so high risk people should continue to try to
get their flu shot as soon as vaccine becomes available," said Dr.
Hacker.group
of people at the highest risk for flu complications
The
includes all children ages 6 - 23 months; adults 65 and older; persons age 2 - 64 with chronic medical conditions; women who will
be pregnant during flu season; residents of nursing homes and
long-term care facilities; children 6 months to 18 years on chronic aspirin therapy; health care workers involved in direct patient
care; and out-of-home caregivers and household contacts of children less than 6 months old.
The nasal-spray flu vaccine is an acceptable alternative to the
flu shot for healthy persons ages 5-49.
For more information about the flu, see the CDC's website at
www.cdc.gov/flu/.
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Maks
NOTICE

TO: Unknown Spouse of Daniel Eugene
Robinson
. t Court, Civil Action
RE: Calloway Circui
No. 04-CI-00394
Electronic
Mortgage
CAPTION:
Registration Systems, Inc., As Nominee
For America's Wholesale Lender vs.
Daniel Eugene Robinson A/K/A Daniel
Robinson and The Unknown Spouse Of
Daniel Eugene Robinson and Black Acre
Enterprises, LLC, Assignee of Fidelity
Federal Bank
The undersigned was appointed Warning
Order Attorney by the Calloway County
Court to notify any spouse of Daniel
Eugene Robinson that a lawsuit has been
filed to foreclose on property owned by
Daniel Eugene Robinson being Lot No. 37
and the east half of Lot No. 38 in Block 2
in the Hamilton Addition as shown'by
Plat recorded in Deed Book 47, Page 534
to the Town of Murray, Kentucky (and
more particularly described in the lawsuit) The plaintiff asserts that it is the
mortgage holder and that any right you
may have in the property should be terminated.

Join Our World Class Organization!!
leader in the manuPella, Corporation, established in 1925. is an industry
For the 5th consecdoors.
and
s
window
quality
high
of
sales
and
facturing
Best Companies to
IfX)
ne
Magazi
's
Fortune
on
utive year, Pella has been
Work for list, ranking number 22 for 2004!
in Murray,
We are looking for a Quality Technician to join our facility
include: High
Kentucky on first shift. The requirements for this position
blueprints, proficient
school graduate or equivalent, read and interpret
ledge, flexibility
knov.
er
comput
t
mechanical and math aptitude, excellen
Quality control expeto travel, make presentations and lead project teams.
rience in a manufacturing environment preferred.
fast-paced manufacWe are looking for a diverse individual who enjoys a
e and gross as
impros
ously
continu
to
willing
are
turing environment, who
s who respect each other.
individuals and as a company. Join team member
external company
share in rewards, and participate in fun internal and
activities.

M

Home FenteltIngs

ots For Rant

Maele Say
JUNK cars wanted
Free hauling 293-0319
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters,
refrigerators, air conditioners, doors, and
storm windows 7534109
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
150
Maim
For Sale

ELECTRIC
WHEELCHAIRS
Attn. Medicare. Medicaid,
& Private Insurance
Recipients. Now Avertable
for those who have mobility
/7
restnctions that
alsty
Free info. packet!
1-800-225-4336 Ii50-C

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Lp, en Mon-Fri, 9-5: Sat, 9-2
We buy and sell good
used furniture
753-8501
Musical
PIANO Lessons
Jazz Gospel Classical
4364054
SPINET piano and
bench in excellent condition. $350 759-4648

reilloress For Rent
$275
3BR, 1 SBA
753-6012
mobile
NICE 2BR
home and lots for rent
No pets 753-9866
Aperliemb For Real

12X55, 1BR, clean, fur
nished with appliances
must be moved. $5,000
OBO. 615-331-3144
1999 Fleetwood 2BR,
IBA, C/H/A 753-4801

1 bedroom apt for rent
270-293-4597 or 7535463
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.

UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR 5340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appointment
753-6221
NEW 1 BR apt $150
deposit on Brooklyn Dr
(334) 419-6066 (205)
361-4763.
NICE 2BR duplex. no
pets. 753-7457 or 4366357
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056

BRING your deed- 0%
1BR apt available, all
down. Financing availappliances furnished
able. Call Keith Baker
Mur-Cal Theaity. 753Homes. 731-644-0012/
henetit package
RED OAKS APTS.
4444.
Pella Corporation offers a competitive compensation and
800-533-3568
and long-term
Special
including health and dental insurance, life insurance. short
Baker
Keith
CALL
$100'Deposit
1BR wan garage and
s, monthly bonus, profit
large
disability insurance, paid vacations and holiday
a
for
Homes
drive
1BR From $280
private
Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit
sharing, 40IK and numerous other benefits.
selection of singlewitie
and
.
From $325
nces
2BR
Refere
before
behalf
your
on
is made by, you or
doublewide
and
Call Today!
deposit required 270or send your
December 20, 2004, a judgment by
If you meet the qualifications please apply in person,
homes. 731-644-0012.
753-8668.
293-8462
default may be granted against you.
800-533-3568
application that can he printed from the Internet at
ed
obtain
be
can
int
Compla
to:
the
of
Copies
http://ceao.murraystate edu/cdc
CHRISTMAS is cornfrom the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit
ing Receive a $1,000
al
Judici
y
Court, Calloway Count
FREE L.P. Gas till with Wal-Mart gift card with
The Career Discovery Center
Building, 312 North 4th Street, Murray.
20 lb tank purchase
1405 N. 12th St.
the purchase of a new
Kentucky 42071.
B&B Brokers 753Murray. Ky. 42071
home only at Luv
4389.
1505 Diuguid Dri‘e • Murray, KY 42071
Homes of Pans. 731Qualified
Gary R. Haverstock, Esq.
HOT tub. 5 person. 642-4046
passing pre-employment testing is required to be inters iewed.
lly
Successfu
Haversteck Bell & Pitcuan
5HP, 20 lets, digital
applicants will be contacted to take the tests ai the Career Disoovery Center.
COME by Keith Baker
211 South 12th Street
cabinet, light, warranty,
Homes in Pans TN
physical
and
screen
drug
1075
offer
Box
Post
P.O.
An Equal Opportunity Employer — WHFUN
used. retail
never
See what Santa has for
Murray, KY 42071
One and Two Bedroom apartoictio
for
e
required
sacrific
$4,300.
you with the purchase
Central Heat and Air
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY
$1,595 931-538-5777
of a new home Call us
Acceptino applications
Trenton
731-644-0012/ 800Invitation to Bid
MEN'S uniforms like
533-3568
Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.
Murray High School Press Box
new, large shirt, light
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
GREAT starter home,
ng
pants.
navy
blue,
28'x52
The Murray Board of Education is accepti
2000
seeking
30x31 (270)489-6178
Openings now and in 90 days - Software firm
1 2
on
1BR, 1 bath. W&D,
sealed bids for a Murray High School press
Fleetwood
&
be
phone
will
great
Bids
table, acres 270-227-0841
w/
Road.
pong
Rep
Doran
PING
rt
refrigerator. stove &
box located at 501
Customer/ Technical Suppo
condition
excellent
yr, retiredishwasher. $325. 1
accepted until 2:00 p.m., Monday. December 6,
IF quality matters, see
computer skills. Health ins., 18 paid days off/
and
are
cations
paddles
Specifi
Extra
Office.
Board
month free. 759-8780.
the
at
2004,
Sunshine
2005
the
28R house. central
or
.com
claim
power
ment plan. Send resume to gale@
balls $75 759-8006
on file at the Murray Board of Education,
1BR-48R apartments.. H&A, wd hookup, no
Home. All studs 2x4 on
42071
PULLETS for sale
Carter Administration Building, 208 South
16" centers 23/32" Ask about move in free
pets. 753-2259. 527Hawkins Research, 406 N. 4th St., Murray, KY
Murray
The
42071.
KY
,
489-2632
Murray
Street,
13th
tongue and groove
days Coleman RE
8174. $550 a month. 1
759-4118
flooring. (Twenty-five
month deposit
Board of Education reserves the right to reject
SHADE and fruit trees_
'" 1 1
year limited warranty), 2 bedroom apt 1017 2BR, 753-4860. 753Please, no calls from
and and/or all bids and waive any irregularibe
Call us we will
to
1/2" vinyl covered
sunset
Friday
ties in bidding.
1502
Story, $415 me + dept
glad to help.
cpvc
rock,
Saturday sunset. 753- sheet
Mills Manor Nursing Home is currently
753-0724
large living room,
28R.
r
modula
plumbing,
0R.15. 753-0444
Murray Ledger & Times
EXCEPTIONALLY, carport. clean. 504 S.
seeking a qualified person for Director of
020
piece
one
s,
cabinet
m
Relics
TV'S
nice, large 2 bedroo
$425/month,
Notice
11th.
Dietary Services. Must be high school
270-753-1916
tubs and
COME by & check out fiberglass
apartment, all appli. 759deposit
$300
much,
graduate. Graduate of 90 hours Food
and
our large selection of showers,
ances including wash1987
in
degree
or
060
much more. See the
Service Supervisor Course
TV's and home elecer/dryer, deck with outleader.
Help Maned
e Management. Long term
Servic
Plasma, LCD, housing
Food
tronics.
side storage Excellent 3BR, 2BA. deposit.
Home
To all patients of Dr. Kwabena Agyeman
Arrowhead
TV
on.
Must
ed.
Protecti
&
preferr
DLP
ence
Location! (270)759- $450 per month 270experi
dietary
care
Hwy. 79 N.
354-9312
furniture also available. Sales, 3124
5885 or (270)293-7085
reguapplica
federal
taking
and
NOW
state
of
dge
knowle
ond
have
Richm
Paris, TN. Phone
Dr. Agyeman has relocated to
Antenna &
Beasley
n
Reside
View
for
ST
FORRE
bons
and
lba,
2br.
CLEAN
1-6900
lations. Knowledge of MDS, RAPS
Virginia. Effective December 1, 2004, those
Satellite 500 N. 4th St., today. 731-64
Assistants FT & PT
Apartments 1213 N
1
W/D.
carport.
an
C/H/A.
Agyem
Dr.
by
seen
patients currently
LAND home packages.
Care Plans.
Murray, KY
good pay, nice commu
16th St.. now accepting
year lease no pets.
Baker
Keith
Call
will be referred to another cardiologist or
Apply in person at
USED kneehole desks,
nity. great residents
applications for 2br
$495p/mo. 753-9636
Homes in Pans. 731physician of their choice. Records will be
500 Beck Lane
friendly staff. CNA L-shaped, executive
townhouses, basic rent
sent
be
to
,
3consent
800-53
available, with written
training a plus Apply at desk, work station, 644-0012.
$360/ month. Call 753- IN town 38R. $390/mo
Mayfield, KY 42066
wherever the patients chose to go, or
Glendale Place. 905 computers, monitors, 3568
1970. Leave Message . deposit No pets
released dirctly to the patients themselves.
copy machines, copy/
Glendale Road. CAN
WE
CASH!!
NO
Furnished duplex apt. 753-5109
I will alwaysTherish the kindness and supfax/ print machines, file
HELP. $0 down and a
utilities furnished, day.
NICE 3-4 BR, 2 bath
port Of the Murray community.
cabinets, telephone
$1,000 Wal-Mart gift week or month, near
house, close to camHenry County Healthcare Center is seeking a
.
phones
systems/ 7
Clicker,
l
a
of
e
%e
7-0806
purchas
with
card
(270)22
lake
pus (270)871-8680
Beautician.'The schedule is flexible (full-time or
chairs, 55 gallon fish
2
731-64
new home.
HAZEL Apartments
part-time) and Tuesday through Friday. The cantank/ stand & acces6185
Now taking applicaCLEANING houses is
Make
didate must be a licensed Beautician. Previous
5 cubic ft refrigCall sories.
s
for 1 & 2br units.
busines
tions
my
10
ve,
d.
erator, microwa
experience preferre
1995
PREOWNED
based on income.
Rent
759-9553.
Linda
key calculator, staplers,
SANTA will be at the
Fleetwood 16x80 3 Mobility
impairment
We offer excellent benefits including health,
Call
etc
cutter.
Murray
paper
in
Keith
store
Kroger
bedroom, 2 bath
A&F Warehousing
Phone:
WILL clean up before
accessible.
vision, life, STD & LTD insurance,
dental,
22
4th
753-62
from 11 to 3 Dec.
Baker Homes, Paris
Near MSU $20-50
&
and after renters, new
Mon
also a coMpetitive salary pack492-8721
and
ent,
retirem
800for the Relay for Life
731-644-0012
753-7668
construction, remodelThurs
age. Interested candidates should send resume
Please come by and
533-3568
s.
window
floors,
e
ing,
No
Applianc
TDD
m.
10-12a
or apply in person.
have your picture made
etc.
MURRAY Store and
baths,
kit,
48-6056. Equal
SHARP 1997 nice 1-800-6
with Santa. 753-7442
Henry County Medical Center
436Lock presently has
Experienced.
nity.
Opportu
Housing
Large Selection
C/H/A.
mobile home,
P.O. Box 1030, Paris, TN 38242
units available 7535914, Valene
Now accepting
now
Apts
14x60. will pay sales HILLDALE
4-8472
731-64
or 753-7536
2905
parta
for
ions
appiicat
tax and put it in your taking applications 1 &
time SeNICe manager
Equal Opportunity Employer
name for $8,795 437- 2 & 3 bedrooms. No
Apply In parson
credit check required.
4465
PREMIER MINISTORat Nick's
EHO (270)437-4113
On the square
AGE •Inside climate
12th
618 N.
TD0711
MOM COMPUTERS
7534715
control storage
Murray
A. Certified Technician
•Secainty alarmed
HILLVVOOD apt 2BR.
On site service.
*Safe & clean
trash/water/sewer,
759.3556
For project in Murray, KY. Must have
•We set boxes,
Base
driver.
deposit
ROUTE
turn. lease &
experience with industrial & commer•We rent U-Hauls
WEAR pink, free dnnk
$350/mo
pay plus commission.
required
Physical & drug
work.
te
hunter
concre
blue,
753-9600
cial
NAVY
in December Sandra
Lambert
at
17
Apply
293-51
Ikry
111311hrit to
green. & red plaid
screen required. Competitive pay and [
D's 94E. 293-3816
Vending 411 N. 4th St
and
sofa
sleeper
benefits, including medical insurance,
in Murray and mail
um cans loveseat set in great
alumin
Buying
sted
intere
If
ys.
holida
401(k), and paid
applications to 625 S.
and other aluminum
condition $450 7534th St., Paducah, KY
call: (859)333-8238.
Key Auto Parts
0270
42003
753-5562
Denham-Blythe Company, Inc.
Reward Lost male
NOW taking applicaANTIQUES/OLD stuff
15 lbs white with
EMIPMell
855 Springfield Hwy, Suite 101
tions for day & night
We buy 1 of all Call
tan
lb.
50
37072
red spots
Goodlettsville, TN
shift. Apply in person
Larry at 753-3633
legs, grey & black 0 Sonic DrIve-in. 217
JOHN Deere 40 Series
body, black collars. S 12th Street. No
EOE M/F/D
Tractor, runs great.
CASH paid for
492-8279
Phone Calls Please.
AC
solid. $1,500
good used guns.
Sporting
Weider on wheels, 4
Benson
m
to
r,
ledge
weer mu r rayledaor.com www.at urea y
cyl propane, runs good.
Goods. 519 S. 121h,
ago, cam V1111(140.fflOr•
y 1,, • •
r
s -so r • y,
works good $1.500
Murray.
www,aturrnytedgote i•
436-5277
FREE
GET a free 4-room
Satellite System. DVR
& HD receivers available,6 months tree HD
package with Dish
Network. America's top
60 w/local networks
only $29.99 per month
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
call 759-0901.

Calloway GardenJEsseN,Downs
Apartments

270-753-8556
-545-1833 - Ext. 283
1-800
TDD
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*All Size Units Available
4low Have Climate Control
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Fait SALE
2100 Country Rd.

lot
k‘etirount. 2 bah home on one plu.s Acre scenic
i...,uage plus separate
s W. Villa Esu-a laige double
ith lintho.hALt: possesutklutg. Prwcii in 5160's
, 1, Call 270-753-5755

G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
753-626,6
(270)293-4183
a.m.4 p.m. M-F

1111F!nmercial Prop.
For Sale
408 Sunbury Circle
753-0020
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CLASSIFIEDS

by Jacquelin RN
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, addthons,
porches. decks sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair. sagging floors,
termite & water damLarry Nimmo
age
Or
(270)753-9372
(4270)753-0353

NDOOR Avon and
stuff' sale Fridays and
Saturdays 9am-6pm or
appointment
by
through December 18
items
New
2004
added weekly 3528
Pottertown Rd 43E5900

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, Dec. 2, 2004:
You have the ability tia pull
back and not get too involved
in what is happening, if you
so choose. Use that detachment to gain perspective and
to learn to understand others
better. Walk in others shoes
BACKHOE & TRUCK- more often. Travel and educaING
tion could play significant roles
ROY HILL.
in your year. Learn to express
Septic system, gravel,
your feelings more often, both
white rock
the positive and negatives ones.
436-2113
Network professionally and perDozer work & Track
sonally. If you are attached,
hoe
work together to make a dream
CARPORTS Starting
happen. LEO always has a difat $675 installed Roy
ferent point of view.
Hill (270)436-2113

Lots For Sale
BEAUTIFUL site in
Creek
Spring
Subdivision on Sandy
Pine 112 mile south of
641
on
Murray
Reduced to $26.000
270-436-2805

Custom
CATHY'S
Wallpapering. Need
help? Call cell: 270978-0569. home: 270492-8342.

The Stars Show the Kind of
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ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You can either be
dragged into the commotion
this morning or put an end to
it. You are hot tempered right
WAREHOUSE, 8,000
now, my dear Ram. Easily, you
onth
$650/m
'
ft.
sq.
lode your temper. Later,
could
front
store
1 100 sq. ft.
a peace offering
decide
you
in
S450,month Both
what the doctor
just
be
might
Farmington 345-2449
t: Just don't hold
Tonigh
d.
ordere
Baue
Eddie
4WD
DOZER WORK
back.
1998.
Expedition,
INSTALL & REPAIR
US (April 20-May 20)
(500i CUT Music
70 34
CAITY
112.000 miles, $9.500.
SEPTIC SYSTEMS & TAUR
You might get into a ver***
Throttle' Dared- tee/ -03: The Light,Nur 1101,1110
NG.
61
HAULI
492-61
L
Bull
GRAVE
ill 71 51 iillovir "Oreltor Cameirfill''Charter Angels. Full
AMERICAN Pit
HBO
associate or
an
with
tussle
bal
t
(2003) Mice Vogel Movie: The Engles Paleer(1111411t
Public or Contrac
pups, ADBA NKC reg
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Adult and Family Education offers second chances at future
Anica Smith, Coordinator of
the Calloway County Adult and
Family Education program. is
quick to point out that the most
warding
aspect of her
job is helping
someone get
a second
UnIlled way chance at a
future. "We
Umbrella don't judge
why people
Agency
initially
dropped out
of high
school, we just know that it is
very satisfying to watch people
progress and succeed step-bystep. It is a cause forteal celebration when someone sets a
goal and achieves their General
Education Development certificate," Smith.says.
Smith serves as the coordinator for a staff of Dine which
includes instructors Joyce
Givens. Donna McCoy, Debbie
Royal, Pamela Seward, Donald
Smith and June Vander Molen.
Gracie Erwin handles the
English as a Second Language
.program and Cindy Graves
serves as Family Advocate.
Steve Givens is assigned to
instruct on Workplace Essential
Skills. -These fantastic team.
members are dedicated to working together to help our students and clients succeed."
Smith says. "It is great to
know you are coming to work
each day with such dedicated
and committed people to help
,our community."
The mission of Calloway
County Adult and Family
Education is to provide life
long leaf-ping in a knowledgeable and welcoming environment. This mission is fulfilled
by four core programs: Adult

Basic Education (ABE);
English as a Second Language
(ESL); Family LINKS; and
Workplace Essential Skills.
These programs are integrated
into an overall program called
S.O.A.R:
Skills
Opportunity
Advancement
Retention
Smith says that the Adult
and Family Education Center
provides basic computer training, GED preparation, ACT and
other college preparations, preemployment assessments, and a
host of other training that is
specifically tailored to the
needs of qualified members of
our community.
Smith emphasizes that all
services provided by the Adult
Education program are free'.
"We don't want costs to-keep
someone from furthering their
education to the full extent of
their desire and capability," she
says. "Our whole team realizes
how hard it is sometimes to ask
for help and admit you haven't
reached the education level you
need and want." She explained
that helping with learning disabilities, funding issues and
overcoming perceptions are
what the Adult Ed team is ail
about. "Something as simple as
a pair of glasses may have been
an obstacle to a person graduating from high school with his
Of' her class before, but we will
help overcome that barrier and
others," Smith said.
Smith talks extensively
about the local Family LINKS
program that she and her staff
are integrating into the local
elementary schools. "This is a
family literacy program
designed for parents to help

themselves and their kids. It
provides a role-model and
stresses the importance of education and causes famihes to
communicate and play together," she said.
She went on to say that it
helps, children and families
relate beuer to their teachers
and peers. "We are working
with the schools in the county
to get this program going and
are particularly proud of the
lead that Elam Elementary has
taken," she says.
Smith also talks about the
need for continuing adult education and employment assessments. "If the employment
offices say anything about testing, people are usually referred
to us," she says. "We work
closely with the Career
Discovery Center to help prepare people for the workforce
needs of our community."
Smith also alluded to studies4
which show that people who
improve their education and
skills are less likely to be commit crimes, be jailed, or return
to jail. -Those who improve
their education are less likely to
be repeat offenders and, as a
result, save taxpayers money in
the long run," she says.
Toward that end, the local Adult
Ed has a program that provides
tutoring and classes twice
weekly at the Calloway County
Jail.
The Calloway County Adult
and Family Education program
is a member agency of the local
United Way. "We receive the
bulk of our funding from state
and federal grants, but the funding provided by our local
United Way enables us to pay
for student GED fees and augments our equipment and materials budget," Smith says. "Our
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_DON'T MISS THE
FURNITURE EVENT
F A LIFETIME!
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EVERYTHING
MUST GO! NOTHING
WILL BE HELD BACK!

NO REASONABLE OFFER WILL BE REFUSED!
47 Years Wiggins Furniture Will Clos
A
Doors Forever Monday, Dec..6 at 12 Midnight.

Final Reductions Have Been Taken!!!
The Warehouse is Empty. All Prices Have
Been Reduced Storewide.

HANDMADE
ORIENTAL

RUGS

DO NOT MISS THE END!!!
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• EVERYTIC NG MUST BE SOLD
• LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE
• ALL SIZES FROM 2' x 3'To 12'x 18'
• 8 X 10 RUGS AS LOW AS $1200

E
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TO)80% OFF
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3060 U.S. Highway 641 N • Murr

(270) 753-4566
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PERSIAN • PAKISTANI INDIAN
NEW,OLD AND ANTIQUE

